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AbstratThe output 2m-temperatures of a high resolution numerial weather predition (NWP-) model atspei�ed model grid points were ompared with observations taken at nearby surfae stations inthe Swiss Alpine region. This analysis was performed due to known de�its of NWP-models inomplex topography. Due to disretisation and smoothening of the real topography, great di�er-enes between the real and model-topography an be found.In this study a semi-statisti, respetively semi-physial approah was used. On spei� days,when espeially large di�erenes between modelled and observed 2m-temperatures ourred, othermeteorologial variables were analysed in order to �nd reasons for these de�its and to establish aset of riteria for identifying suh ritial days.Being able to �nd these days by using model output variables (e.g. radiation budgets, snowtemperatures et.) a orretion of the modelled 2m-temperatures based on mean observed valuesduring suh days was performed.This orretion proedure was developed, using the data of four di�erent surfae stations. We ap-plied this method at four other stations (ontrol group) in order to test the ability of our approahin being transferable to any other desired loation inside highly omplex terrain.The impats of this orretion depended on the station and the spei� model grid point. AtSamedan, a member of the 'ontrol group' where the e�ets of the modi�ations were most pro-nouned, the Root Mean Square di�erene (of a full-year dataset) was improved by over 1 K andthe Mean Absolute Error by over 0.5 K. The Mean Bias on the other hand was generally lessa�eted and usually indiated a negative impat of the applied modi�ations.The inuene of using di�erent grid points for the omparison between modelled and observeddaily maximum and minimum temperatures was analysed. We found that the di�erene in altitudebetween a spei� model grid point and the orresponding surfae station was more important inorder to gain smaller deviations between the two datasets than the horizontal distane (grid point- observation).



ZusammenfassungIn dieser Diplomarbeit wurden die 2m-Temperaturen, eines hohaufgeloesten numerishen Wet-termodells mit Werten von Messstationen in den Shweizer Alpen verglihen.Anstoss fuer diesen Vergleih sind die bekannten Unzulaenglihkeiten von mesoskaligen Wetter-modellen in komplexem Terrain. Die Topographie, welhe im Modell verwendet wird untersheidetsih durh Diskretisierung und Filterung enorm von der Realitaet.In dieser Studie wurde ein semi-statistisher Ansatz gewaehlt. An einzelnen Tagen, wo speziellgrosse Di�erenzen zwishen den vom Modell prognostizierten und den tatsaehlih gemessenenTemperaturen auftraten, wurden andere meteorologishe Groessen analysiert. Dadurh konnte einSatz von Kriterien generiert werden, welher zur Identi�zierung solh kritisher Tage diente.Diese Identi�zierung mittels Strahlungsbilanzen, Shneetemperaturen et. ermoeglihte es unsdie Korrektur der modellierten 2m-Temperaturen, basierend auf den typishen Beobahtungen ansolhen Tagen. Dieser Korrekturprozess wurde an Hand von vier Stationen entwikelt und anweiteren vier alpinen Messstationen (Kontrollgruppe) getestet. Dies ermoeglihte die Bestaeti-gung, dass unser Ansatz niht auf den jeweiligen Standort beshraenkt, sondern auh auf andere"Gitterpunkt-Messstation"-Paare uebertragbar ist.Die Qualitaet des entwikelten Korrekturshemas haengt von der jeweiligen Station und des ver-wendeten Gitterpunktes ab.In Samedan, einem Mitglied der Testgruppe, war der Einuss der Korrektur am staerksten. DerRoot Mean Square von den Daten eines ganzen Jahres verbesserte sih um 1 K, der Mean AbsoluteError um 0.5 K. Der Mean Bias wurde generell weniger durh die Korrektur beeinusst und zeigteeine Vershlehterung durh die angewendete Korrektur.Wir untersuhten den Einuss von untershiedlihen Gitterpunkten, welhe fuer den Vergleihmit den Daten der jeweiligen Messstation verwendet werden konnten. Dazu analysierten wirdie Qualitaet der modellierten Tageshoehst-, bzw. Tagestiefst-Temperaturen zu den gemessenWerten an der Station. Es zeigte sih, dass der Hoehenuntershied zwishen der Station und demverwendeten Gitterpunkt einen groesseren Einuss hat, als die horizontale Distanz (Gitterpunkt-Messstation).
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Chapter 1
Introdution
This work deals with the inuene of a omplex topography on the di�erenes between a grid pointvariable (i.e. temperature on the 2m-level) from a numerial weather predition (NWP) model andthe observations at several meteorologial surfae stations. The geographi setting, hosen for thisomparison, is the alpine region of Switzerland. The model in question is the Swiss high resolutionmesosale model ("aLMo").For loal weather foreasts, usually the nearest gp of the NWP-model is hosen to representthe onditions at a desired loation. Even in at terrains, this is problemati. On the one hand aNWP-model predits the mean state of a whole grid ell, whih overs in this study a total area ofabout 49 km2, on the other hand a spei� quantity at the spei� loation is a 'point information'.Beause the onditions found at the desired loation are strongly inuened by the loal situation,for developing a relation between a ertain grid point and a target loation one should take theloal fators into aount.In a omplex terrain, these problems are even more pronouned. Espeially the topography,soil types, and loally driven irulations are hanging over short distanes and lead to a variety ofmiro-limates. They are strongly inuened by the radiation budgets (Matzinger et al. (2003)).Both, the radiation budgets and the state of the atmospheri boundary layer that strongly inu-ene the near surfae temperature are diÆult to display in the model due to the too oarse spatialresolution that espeially in a omplex terrain lead to inaurate estimations.For instane the short-wave radiation is subjet to shading by nearby peaks thus rendering thetarget loation in the shade when at the same time the grid ell in the muh smoother topography1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONof the model is exposed to the sun. This may have a not negligible inuene on variables like the2m-temperature. This situation is shown in Fig. 1.1The hart hosen as over-piture on the front page of the present study illustrates the fat that aomplex lose-to-real topography (spatial resolution: 25 m) is only marginally represented by themodel's orography (marked by the semi-transparent red layer).There are various approahes to relate grid point variables to spei� target loations. Theyusually are based on some sort of statistial analysis between the model output and observationsof surfae stations. Model output statistis (MOS) and neural networks are examples of suhmethods. MOS is essentially a multiple linear regression. The aim is to enhane the quality of thediret model output, e.g. temperatures, wind-diretion and -speed et., by means of statistis andtherefore to be able to establish more aurate loal weather foreast. Foreast variables and pastobservations serve as preditors, while the weather elements at the surfae station are the predi-tands. Cruial for the quality of MOS is the quality and length of training data used to determinethe regression oeÆients. For further information about the appliation of neural networks, werefer to Marzban (2003) and Kretzshmar et al. (2004). The disadvantage of suh statistial ap-proahes is that they are optimised for ertain ites and therefore are in general not transferableto other loations. Therefore, in this work we try to separate established model-observation di�er-enes into physially explainable and random di�erenes. Thus an attempt is made to determinethe 'physially aessible' part of these di�erenes (ourrene of snow, radiation budgets, et.)and suggest a orretion proedure. Beause suh a proedure is based on the physial state, thatan be found at any loation it would be appliable also to any other grid point-observation pair.However, improvements in the foreast of loal variables, e.g. 2m-temperature in alpine regionsare strongly needed. Espeially for ommunities in the alpine region is tourism an important fatorand therefore they depend on more aurate weather foreast. An improved foreasting quality isalso important in order to enhane the quality of warnings of natural hazards, whih are sensitiveto di�erent meteorologial elements as to the near-surfae temperature.The fat that a major part of the total area of Switzerland lays near or within the alpine regionwith its mountainous topography reveals, that in these areas a signi�ant lak of aurate foreastsmust be found. In the ourse of this analysis we will see some examples of suh wrong estimationsof the NWP-model.



3In the regular veri�ation of the NWP-model ("aLMo") at MeteoSwiss, a omparison betweenthe observations and the model's output only based on mean values of a duration of at least onemonth is arried out. However, in this thesis we perform a veri�ation of aLMo at most problem-ati alpine stations and take a loser look at the model's apability on single days.Several groups, some quite reently, are engaged in the topi of omplex terrain and its missingimplementation in most of the mesosale foreast models (f. Colette et al. (2003) and Muellerand Sherer (2004)) A theoretial overview whih does not laim to be exhaustive about previousstudies in this �eld is presented in "Previous Work" p. 5 et seq.Nowadays, prediting the miro-weather gains of more importane 1. An example of loal weatherforeast is a publi system, already established at MeteoSwiss. This appliation returns a 9-daysloal foreast for spei� ZIP-odes. This produt shows the above mentioned de�its espeiallyin the omplex terrain of the Alpine region.(By the time of writing this report, this servie was found at:www.meteoshweiz.h/de/Prognosen/Vorhersagen/IndexVorhersagen.shtml! "Lokalprognosen Shweiz")Additionally to the previously desribed problems like grid spaing and boundary-layer pa-rameterisations, an important task was to investigate how representative 2m-temperatures at asurfae station are of a spei� model grid point of the model. This problem of evaluating therepresentativity of suh observations at one point for mean values of a whole grid ell is still notentirely solved. Reent e�orts in this �eld have been undertaken by Deng and Stull (2004) andLinder (2005). Deng investigated the spread and analysis of surfae data in mountainous terrainwhile Linder applied this approah (of Deng & Stull) to improve the interpolation of surfae tem-peratures in the omplex topography of the Swiss Alps.In the ourse of the present study, we investigate the impat of using di�erent kinds of grid points,that di�er in the horizontal and/or vertial distane between the grid point and the surfae station(f. Table 4.1 on p. 29).The general approah adopted in this thesis starts from omparing grid-point/station pairs inorder to determine the physially aessible parts of possible di�erenes (see above). On doingthis for seleted sites and a year-long period (see Data, p. 14) large errors were observed thatwere readily identi�ed as due to a know (and �xed) mistake in the alulation of the near surfaetemperature of the model. However, due to a ommuniation problem at MeteoSwiss, the time1"Prediting the miro-weather", The Eonomist Tehnology Quarterly, Deember 6th 2003, p. 22-23



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A typial situation found in the omplex topography of an Alpine region. In the realtopography (grey area) only the left part of the valley is exposed to the sun (red line).A smoothed (model-) topography with a relatively oarse spatial resolution is presented by thedashed green line. Note, that even this representation inludes three grid points in this setion. Inase of the model-topography, the whole setion is exposed to diret solar radiation.period, during whih this programming error was 'ative' in the model was spei�ed inadequatelyand therefore the wrong time period was agged in the data set. Therefore, the di�erene betweenmodel output and point observation erroneously was still dominated by this bug - and the approahdeveloped to detet periods with large model-observation di�erenes and to orret them basedon physially aessible information, essentially re-deteted this bug. Due to the time onstraintsfor a diploma thesis it was not possible to re-design the entire analysis at the time of realisingthe mistake. The approah and results of this diploma thesis are hene to be taken as a 'generi'study, in whih a possible approah and a 'generi solution' are developed and disussed. Thespei� results may only be valuable for ustomers who need long periods of model output for, e.g.limatologial purposes of any kind.If, for a ertain reason, a 'bug orreted' 2m-temperature should be more valuable to suh a us-tomer than an entire missing period, the suggested orretion proedure may be used and theauray of the 'orreted temperatures' an be estimated based on the present results. Further-more, the developed proedure to identify large model-observation di�erenes is applied to a period,when the bug was �xed after all, in order to show that indeed no suh period is deteted anymore.Hene the proedure may serve as an 'a posteriori justi�ation' or suess ontrol of the bug �xthat has been realised.



Chapter 2
Previous WorkIn this hapter we present several publiations dealing with the representation of meteorologialonditions in omplex terrain by NWP-models and important aspets to be onsidered in moun-tainous regions.There are mainly two di�erent methods found: some groups try to approah this �eld by using sta-tistial means, others try to �nd solutions by taking a physial method into aount. In the presentstudy, the di�erenes between 2m-temperatures, predited by the model and observed values atalpine surfae station were investigated. Sine the near-surfae temperatures strongly depend onthe radiation budgets, the understanding of these budgets in omplex terrain and their represen-tation in the NWP-models is ruial in order to gain improved foreasts (e.g. 2m-temperatures) inalpine regions.
2.1 Approahes based on PhysisSeveral studies, presented in this setion, deal with the radiation distribution and its relevane inNWP-models in omplex terrain. While Matzinger et al. (2003) pointed out the great variabilityof radiation found even in a small area (ross setion of a valley), in the work of Mueller andSherer (2004) it was tried to aount for this problem by improving the parameterisations in theNWP-model. Colette et al. (2003) presented a numerial simulation, showing the importane oftopographi shading for the onditions found in idealised valleys, as for instane loally drivenirulations or the break up of an inversion layer. In the study of Whiteman (1990) a beautifuloverview of mountain meteorology, onsidering thermally developed wind system was presented.5



6 CHAPTER 2. PREVIOUS WORKLoal irulations found in alpine valleys inluding the relevane of diurnal thermal- and pressure-gradients between the valley and the preeding plains were explained. As the previously mentionedauthors, Whiteman took the di�erent radiation budgets into aount and performed a detailed anal-ysis in the omplex topography of the "Brush Creek" valley (Colorado). Deng and Stull (2004)investigated objetive analysis in order to transform arbitrarily distributed observations into dataat regularly spaed grid points. This method, also known as "upsaling" is espeially deliate in amountainous environment. Linder (2005) applied this approah to the omplex topography of theSwiss Alpine region and performed a detailed interpolation of the near surfae temperature.In the studies, presented below, usually the radiation and the omplex topography were importantfators to improve the model's apability, i.e. the model output. The approah of Deng and Stull(2004) inludes the di�erene in altitude between the grid points for instane to determine howthe information an spread out in omplex topography.Another physial aspet, we think is important, is the orretion of data regarding altitude. When-ever a omparison between modelled and atually measured data is performed, generally a di�er-ene in altitude between the grid point, providing the model data and the surfae station, takingthe measurements is present. In order to ompare the two datasets properly, a orretion on-sidering this di�erene in altitude has to be arried out. We assume, that the problem of thisfundamental orretion an be easily underestimated and is ruial to the quality of a whole study.Simply using a �xed lapse rate as for instane the well known dry- or wet-adiabati gradient usu-ally does not satisfy the omplex and dynami strati�ations, found in alpine valleys. Radiationlosses leading to inversions, i.e. "old pool"-events, or isothermal strati�ations formed as a resultof melting proesses ourring during preipitation events in alpine valleys in a alm atmosphereare only two examples where suh a standard orretion method does de�nitely not orrespond tothe real onditions.In the present analysis we found that a more distant grid point with a muh smaller di�erene inaltitude to the surfae station was providing similar or even better results, in ase daily minimumand maximum temperatures were onsidered, than a nearer one, where the altitude orretion hadmore impat, due to a larger di�erene in altitude and therefore larger orretions (f. Results,p. 35).



2.1. APPROACHES BASED ON PHYSICS 7In order to present a brief overview, the aspets presented in these reviews have been hosenregarding the main aspets of our present study. Therefore, depending on the publiation, the au-thors may have investigated also other topis beside the ones presented in the following summaries.
Matzinger et al. (2003) desribed in detail the inuene of the topographi shading based on�eld measurements in a valley (Riviera Valley, running north-south) in the Swiss Alps. Amongother things, they ompared the alulated daily yle of the extraterrestrial irradiane (solarmodel after Whiteman and Allwine 1986 in Matzinger et al. (2003)) on a horizontal surfae withmeasurements taken at several loations at the valley's ross setion (valley oor and several sitesat the valley's slopes).In their harts, a delay in the loal sunrise and an advane in the sunset, respetively, of 2 to 3hours ompared with the astronomial sun-yle ould be observed.Matzinger et al. stated that on the valley walls, the insolation strongly depended on the orientationof the surfae to the inoming solar beam. Furthermore, the orientation of the frame of referene(i.e. horizontal or slope parallel) had a great impat on the obtained results.As expeted, by means of their �eld ampaign, the authors showed evidene that the site-to-siteontrasts were muh less pronouned during overast days when the diret beam omponent isabsent than during lear sky onditions. Another aspet the model disregards is the loal skyview fator (SVF). This limitation is aused by the oarse grid spaing. This fator stands for thehemispherial fration of the sky (Whiteman et al. 1989, Whiteman et al. 1999, Chapman et al.2001 in Matzinger et al. (2003)) and ranges from 0 (no sky seen) to 1 (totally at area without anyobstrutions in any diretion). The SVF has a strong inuene on the outgoing long wave radiationand therefore on the overall net all wave radiation whih in turn provides the energy responsiblefor turbulent sensible- and latent-heat exhange proesses. A further de�it of the smoothed modeltopography is the wrong diurnal yle of the mean albedo within a grid ell. Among other inu-enes, Matzinger et al. desribed the dependeny of the loal albedo of the solar inident angle ifthe reetor is non-isotropi. They showed the di�erent daily yles of the albedo depending onthe loation of the measurements at the valley's ross setion and the tilt of the frame of referene(horizontal or slope parallel).The results of this work impressively demonstrate how strongly the orientation of the loal topog-raphy may inuene the radiation omponents and their budgets, respetively. Sine radiation is avery important variable for many proesses, they beome wrong estimated by the model through



8 CHAPTER 2. PREVIOUS WORKthis inadequate model's desription of the loal topography.
In the work of Mathias Mueller (Mueller and Sherer (2004)) the impat of a omplex topogra-phy on radiation was investigated. This e�et was tested by implementing a new sheme into theNon-hydrostati Mesosale Model (NMM). In order to quantify the improvement through the newapproah that desribes the radiation more aurately, they ompared the model output of the2m-temperatures with hourly mean temperatures of about 400 automati weather stations. Theauthors stated, that this approah was adequate beause the air temperature is strongly orrelatedto radiation. This omparison was done one with the new radiation parameterisation and onewith a ontrol run without the new sheme.The newly applied sheme onsiders the environmental e�ets on the radiation omponents in aomplex terrain. At the time of submitting their publiation, the authors did not know of a greatnumber of mesosale weather foreast models that already onsidered these inuenes. They re-ferred to the Advaned Regional Predition System (ARPS) where shadow-e�ets had been reentlyinluded and to Colette et al. (2003) who demonstrated the importane of this new implementa-tion.The sheme of Mueller and Sherer (2004) is mainly based on the appliation of a digital elevationmodel (DEM), whih has a muh higher spatial resolution than the numerial weather predition(NWP) model. On the basis of this dataset the sheme mainly alulates the required topographiparameters aording to Sherer and Parlow (1994) (in Mueller and Sherer (2004)). For theirpurpose, the authors alulated mean values for eah grid ell of the NWP-Model. Further, inombination with the alulation of loal sky view fators, the new sheme tested for eah gridell, whether the surrounding terrain allowed a diret insolation. The authors pointed out, thatthe major advantages of this new sheme are that, it does neither impose any impats on the per-formane of the NWP-model, nor on its resolution, nor on the omputational osts of the modelwhen operationally onduted. However, they emphasised, that most of the extra omputation dueto this new sheme an be ompleted before the model is exeuted, so that the osts are negligible.They validated the impat of the new sheme on the 2m-temperature during lear sky summeras well as during winter onditions. Furthermore, they also investigated the performane duringoverast days. It ould be shown, that the impats of the new parameterisation were due to theredued sky view and therefore the redued loss of energy most pronouned in omplex terrain dur-ing night. Their results also showed a smaller e�et of the new parameterisation during daytime.



2.1. APPROACHES BASED ON PHYSICS 9Even on days with overast onditions an improvement of the temperature foreast was found.Moreover, the authors disussed an important aspet of the new sheme: namely during daytime,the foreast error was even somewhat enlarged by the new parameterisation. They explained, thatthis was mainly a veri�ation problem, sine the surfae stations are usually situated on a at partof the grid ell (valley ground). Therefore the old unparameterised version, whih also assumes ahorizontal orientation of the surfae, was more aurate for this spei� loation.In the present author's view, however, in the total area of a grid ell all kind of orientations ofthe real topography an be found and it is a fat, that the model's output ought to be representa-tive for the mean onditions in the whole grid rather than the representation of a spei� surfaestation on the valley's ground. Therefore, by taking into aount the variability of the di�erenttopographi orientations, the new parameterised version should be more representative for themean state inside a grid ell and not for one (the at) part of it. Carrying out suh a veri�ationis espeially diÆult due to the fat that the real mean state of a grid ell is not available.
In the publiation of Colette et al. (2003), the inuene of the valley width and depth, and theimpat of topographi shading on the break up of an inversion layer in an idealised steep valleywere investigated. The authors referred to three di�erent patterns, stated by Whiteman (1982)(in Colette et al. (2003)) that may ause an inversion-layer break up in steep valleys. The authorsexplained that not only the heated surfae, whih let the onvetive boundary layer grow, destroysthe stable layer (from below) but also a irulation, where warmed air asending the slopes in themorning, an be reirulated and indue a break up of the inversion layer from above. Severalharts of numerial simulations revealed how this reirulation with downward winds in the middleof the valley developed during daytime. Whiteman (1982) (in Colette et al. (2003)) observed that aombination of these two patterns, referred to be the third one, ourred in most of his doumentedases.



10 CHAPTER 2. PREVIOUS WORKWhiteman (1990) desribed interesting aspets of the distribution of inoming and outgoingenergy in omplex terrain, namely the Topographi Ampli�ation Fator (TAF). This onept hadbeen introdued by Wagner (1932), further investigated by Neininger (1982), and extended bySteinaher (1984) (in Whiteman (1990)).The author explained that the inoming energy to the surfae goes through an imaginary hori-zontal layer set above the real topography. The surfae below this layer, that reeives this energy,onverts it into sensible heat ux and warms the air below this horizontal layer. However, themagnitude of this heating proess strongly depends on the real topography below this horizontallayer. If the topography below the layer is not at but rather mountainous (i.e. a valley), thesame amount of energy rosses this imaginary horizontal layer, but the generated sensible heatux heats a smaller volume of air than over a plain. This smaller volume is the results of theenlosures through the valley's side walls. One onsequene is a larger temperature hange in theenlosed valley atmosphere than in the atmosphere over a at terrain. The same pattern an befound overnight: inside the valley, the loss of energy a�ets a smaller volume of air. Therefore,the ooling is more e�etive and the temperature drop is more pronouned than over a plain surfae.Whiteman modelled the spatial patterns of the global radiation for the Brush Creek Canyon(Colorado) by means of a digital terrain model with a 30-m grid interval for a day in late September1984. He analysed several variables suh as the distribution of the partiular times of the loalsunrise and sunset, the slope azimuth and elevation angle et. Beside these variables he also tooka loser look at the sky view fator (SVF). Whiteman explained that the smallest values of thisfator, whih the inoming long-wave and di�usive radiation depend on, an be found at the basesof the slopes (Petkovsek 1978 in Whiteman (1990)). Furthermore, while approahing the valleyentre, the fator grows larger. After Whiteman, the inhomogeneous distribution of the loalSVFs auses ompliate spatial variations in the downward long-wave and di�usive solar radiationomponents. He pointed out that the higher the SVF of a loation the more exposed it is to theold radiation of the open sky. On the other hand, the deeper inside the valley the more inreasedare the e�ets of the relatively warm radiation of the adjaent side walls.Whiteman found in his study, that on dry onditions a southwest-faing slope produed an almostequivalent daily total of sensible heat ux as at a ridge top site. Although the elevated site showedthe longest daytime period and reeived the highest daily total of net radiation, the site on theslope was able to ompensate for the shorter daytime period by its soil properties (dry, lak ofvegetation) and an intensive radiation on the sloping surfae in the afternoon. This example shows



2.2. APPROACHES BASED ON STATISTICS 11that the radiation patterns not only depend on the topographi struture but also on the loal soilproperties and the exat orientation of the slope relating to the position of the sun.
Deng and Stull (2004) presented a tool for an improvement in objetive analysis. Objetiveanalysis, whih transforms randomly spaed observed data into data at regularly spaed grid points,is often performed by ombining observations and a �rst guess, alulated by the NWP model.After Deng and Stull (2004) one of the problems is that observations from a surfae station at oneloation of a valley is often not representative of the onditions found up or down valley. More-over, it is not representative of the onditions on the adjaent slopes either. This inevitably ledthe authors to the question, whether the �rst guess of the NWP-model or the measurements of adistant station is more representative in suh a situation.They separated the problem into an intra-valley and inter-valley deorrelation assumption. Theauthors applied a Gaussian drop o� with distane from the observation to the intra-valley assump-tion while the inter-valley assumption took the di�ering elevation into aount.To alulate the spreading of temperature harateristis, the authors used a mother - daughterapproah, with a so-alled sharing fator that determines the fration of information that an beshared between an observation and an analysis grid point. It is important to note that this ap-proah required a high-resolution NWP-model, not only beause the sharing fator is a funtion ofthe elevations of the analysis grid points but also beause the quality of the analysis in data sparseridges and valleys strongly depends on the quality of the �rst-guess of the model.

2.2 Approahes based on StatistisIn the two studies, presented in this setion, the authors attempted to improve the quality ofthe model's predition, i.e. diret model output of ertain variables. In both examples, "ModelOutput Statistis" and "Neural Networks" a statistial approah was used in order to ompensatethe model's lak of "knowledge" of the loally determined meteorologial onditions found at aspei� site.There is no denying the fat, that using the onnetion between di�erent variables to determinea better foreast of another variable inludes also some kind of physis. Therefore, to be morespei�, it would be appropriate to all suh approahes semi-statistial.



12 CHAPTER 2. PREVIOUS WORKAs the name implies, the basi priniple of model output statistis (MOS) inorporates the mod-i�ation of predited variables of the NWP-model by means of statistis. MOS is essentially amultiple linear regression, where various model foreast variables and if appropriate also past ob-servations are used to improve the quality of a spei� variable on a ertain loation. In orderto alulate the oeÆients, used for the regression, the system is optimised (minimising the leastsquares) during a so-alled training period. Here lies the weakness of this method. The quality ofthe whole approah is determined by the length and the quality of the training dataset. Therefore,during the appliation of the developed system after the training phase, the model should remainunhanged and moreover not be updated or improved. This is a problem, regarding a model usedin an operational situation, where the model undergoes frequent hanges. (from Kalnay (2003))However, Hart et al. (2004) applied this onept during a sport event in wintertime. In this study,they ompared the strengths and weaknesses of this approah not only with the diret model out-put of di�erent NWP-Models, that were running on di�erent spatial resolutions, but also withspei�ally for this region generated "human foreasts".A neural network is similar to the priniples of nonlinear regression. Marzban (2003) desribes thedi�erenes to the nonlinear regression and the advantages of suh a system.
In Marzban (2003) an example of post-proessing of temperature foreasts by a neural network(NN) was presented. For this analysis, the Advaned Regional Predition System (ARPS) wasused (to gain more information about the ARPS the author referred to Xue et al. (2000, 2001)).Marzban explained that NNs are a generalisation of traditional statistial methods for nonlinearregression and lassi�ation. He pointed out, that there is no qualitative di�erene in the apa-bilities between polynomial regression and the appliation of a NN. The di�erene between thesetwo approahes is rather a quantitative one, whih has its soure in the way the dimensionalityis handled. A major di�erene between these two methods lies in the number of free parame-ters. Marzban explained that this number is ruial for the quality of the method, beause thelarger this number the greater the risk to over�t the data. While the number of free parametersin a linear regression model grows linearly, the same number in the polynomial regression growsexponentially. However, the author pointed out, that NNs lie between the two desribed models(linear, polynomial), sine NNs are a nonlinear model and their number of free parameters growslinearly. Therefore, by using NNs one an ombine the advantages of the linear models (e.g. asmaller number of free parameters) with the ones of the nonlinear models (e.g. apability of �tting



2.2. APPROACHES BASED ON STATISTICS 13nonlinear data).In this analysis, the input variables into the neural network were: Foreast hour, model foreasttemperature, relative humidity, wind diretion and speed, mean sea level pressure, loud over,and preipitation rate and amount. The single dependent variable was the observed temperatureat the given station. There were 31 stations onsidered. For eah one of those a neural networkhad been developed.Marzban found an improvement of the model temperature foreasts in terms of a variety of perfor-mane measures, i.e. an average of 40% redution in mean-squared errors aross all stations whihwas aompanied by an average redution in bias and variane of 70% and 20%, respetively.
In the study of Hart et al. (2004) the skill of a mesosale-model-based model output statistis(MOS) system was elevated. For more information about MOS we refer to the Introdution p. 2 orKalnay (2003). There were 18 sites over northern Utah evaluated, while the 2002 Winter Olympiand Paralympi Games took plae.The study revealed, that in suh a omplex terrain, an improvement of the model's grid spaing didnot lead to a signi�ant improvement on the quality of the model's outputs (surfae temperature,relative humidity, wind diretion, and wind speed). In the ourse of their work, the authors foundsubstantially better temperature, wind and moisture foreast through the appliation of MOS thanin ase of only the diret model output was used. Even old-pool events, poorly handled by theNWP-model (MM5) were identi�ed by MOS.In their study it was seen, that the appliation of MOS lead to a quality of the model's fore-asted temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed that was equally or even better than thehuman-generated foreasts by the Olympi Foreast Team. The authors presented, that statistialtehniques represent valuable tools to improve the model's outputs even on these high resolutions.



Chapter 3
DataIn this thesis, 2m-temperatures observed by surfae stations (Automatishes Messnetz der Shweiz,"ANETZ") are ompared with modelled data of the numerial Swiss weather model (aLMo). Thegeographi area, hosen for this analysis is loated in the omplex terrain of the Swiss Alps.
3.1 Time WindowThe time frame we apply on our data lays between 1 June 2002 and 31 May 2003.This hoie is based on the following onsiderations: the need for hourly �les of the analysis runand the exeptionally warm summer in 2003. These requirements are best ful�lled in a time win-dow as desribed above.Unfortunately, the time frame for this work is entred over a programming error that had mostinuene during the winter 2002/03. For further information about this problem, we refer to In-trodution p. 3 and to Appendix p. 137.
3.2 Observational Data (surfae stations)The seleted stations for this study are all situated in alpine valleys with omplex topographiesand are known to be problemati regarding the veri�ation of a NWP-model. We build two groupsof data, separated into a development and a ontrol group. Eah group ontains the temperaturemeasurements of four surfae stations. The development group represents the base of this analysis.14



3.3. MODEL DATA 15The seond group serves as a ontrol instrument:Development group Control groupPiotta EngelbergRobbia ComprovasoUlrihen SamedanZermatt SuolAt the end of this analysis we test our results of the development group against the data of theontrol group. Table 3.1 gives an overview on the hosen stations, their oordinates and relativepositions to the relevant surrounding grid points of the NWP-model.As riteria for the seletion of the stations and the building of pairs served the orientation of thevalley axis, the narrowness of the valley and the approximate di�erene in altitude of the valleyoor to a "representative" grid point of the model (de�nition of this "representative" grid pointsee Table 4.1 on p. 29).3.3 Model dataFor the omparison with the observed 2m-temperature we use the output of the numerial weathermodel "aLMo" (alpines Modell). There are two di�erent types of model data, namely the modeloutput from analysis-runs and data from foreast-runs.In the year 2002, twie a day (00 and 12 UTC), model runs were started that alulated the foreast�elds for the next 48 h. Today the same is done, but the foreast ranges to 72 h. At the same time3h-assimilation yles were running, produing hourly output �les of the analysed �elds (from Zala(2002) and De Morsier (2004)). The onept of this assimilation and the used data soures will beexplained later in this hapter. However, the output �elds of these analysis-runs do aount forreent observations and the atual synopti situation, while the foreast-run lak this data base.For the present study we use the data from the analysis-runs beause we did want to investigateloal phenomena and not analyse the di�erenes between modelled and observed data ourringdue to a possibly inaurately modelled synopti situation. Thus the di�erenes should be at min-imum in the analysed �elds beause the atual synoptial state is merged into the model every 3hours.



16 CHAPTER 3. DATATable 3.1: Overview on the hosen surfae stations. The stations are agged with "D" (develop-ment group) and "C" (ontrol group).The �l refers to the horizontal distane. � represents the angle (0°: North) from the surfaestation to the spei� grid point. The di�erene in elevation (�z) was alulated by subtratingthe altitude of the model grid point from the altitude of the surfae station.To alulate (�l) and (�) between the grid points and the surfae stations, equations found inBundesamt fuer Landestopographie (2001) have been used.For more information about the di�erent grid points ("Representative" and "Smallest dz all25")we refer to Methods, Table 4.1 on p. 29. Representative Smallest dz all25Station CH-Coordinates Elev. Axis �l �z � �l �z �[m℄ [m℄ [m asl℄ [m℄ [m℄ [°℄ [m℄ [m℄ [°℄Piotta D 694930 152500 1007 W-E 6489 -830 115 16060 -247 126Engelberg C 674150 186060 1035 NW-SE 4830 -507 332 11496 -3 347Robbia D 801850 136180 1078 N-S 4426 -1036 150 14035 -220 138Comprovaso C 714998 146440 575 N-S 3252 -629 185 3252 -629 185Ulrihen D 666740 150760 1345 SW-NE 2328 -845 183 21061 -473 138Samedan C 787150 156040 1705 SW-NE 4260 -512 32 20759 -251 325Zermatt D 624300 097575 1638 SW-NE 3195 -1163 76 21399 -502 126Suol C 817130 186400 1298 SW-NE 5995 -699 69 15356 -506 53aLMo is the operational version of the LM (Lokal-Model) at the Federal OÆe for Meteorologyand Climatology (MeteoSwiss). In the following we briey desribe the nature of aLMo, the LMand summarise the parameterisation of the physial proesses, whih we think are important forthe analysis of the 2m-temperature. Wherever relevant, we ite and refer to literature and themodel's on�guration bak at the time when the analysed data was olleted (2002/2003).
System Overview of the "Lokal Model" (LM)The following part desribes in detail the on�gurations of the "Lokal Modell", the di�erent pa-rameterisations, external data �elds and the ommon priniples of Data Assimilation. Note thatseveral of these on�gurations and parameterisations are not valid for the "aLMo", the operationalversion of the "Lokal Modell" at MeteoSwiss. The "aLMo" spei�ations are desribed in a sepa-



3.3. MODEL DATA 17rate part.The limited-area model LM is a numerial weather predition model on the meso-� andmeso- sale as well as for various spaings from 50 km down to about 1 km. The model useshydro-thermodynamial equations, written in the advetive form, to desribe a ompressible non-hydrostati ow in a moist atmosphere without any sale approximation. In 2002, the LM wasdriven by the new global model GME of the German Weather Servie DWD (information on theGME is summarised in the Quarterly Report of the Operational NWP-Models of the DeutsherWetterdienst, in Doms and Shaettler (2002)).In ase of a four dimensional data assimilation yle (optional), whih is based on a nudging anal-ysis sheme, the initial onditions are reated by the ontinuous LM assimilation and only theboundary data ome from the GME foreast run.(Doms and Shaettler (2002))Parameterisations:The quality of the parameterisations of louds, radiation, the surfae layer and the soil proessesare important for the magnitude of the deviations between measured and modelled values of the2m-temperatures. As we will learn in the ourse of this analysis, espeially the way the model anreat to a surfae overed with snow is ruial for the geographial setting we study in this thesis.Table 3.2 gives an overview on the di�erent parameterisation shemes that where in use during thehosen time period, analysed in this thesis.External Parameters:As external parameters we desribe �elds that are not generated by data assimilation or by in-terpolation from the driving model. These additional data sets (f. Table 3.3 on p. 19) ontaininformation about the mean topographial height, the roughness length, soil type, vegetation over,land fration, root depth and leaf area index (LAI). Due to the fat that this derivation of the datasets above by a pre-proessor is very time onsuming, the COSMO group (Consortium for Small-Sale Modelling where MeteoSwiss is one of today's �ve members) has prepared some prede�neddata sets with external parameters on three di�erent domains. (Doms and Shaettler (2002))



18 CHAPTER 3. DATA
Table 3.2: LM Model Formation: Physial Parameterisations in Doms and Shaettler (2002), Table2.Grid-sale louds and preipitation: Cloud water ondensation/evaporation by saturation ad-justment; preipitation formation by a bulk parameterisa-tion inluding water vapour, loud water, rain and snow(sheme HYDOR); rain and snow are treated diagnosti-ally by assuming olumn equilibrium. Optional: loud ieshemeSubgrid-sale louds: Subgrid-sale loudiness is interpreted by an empirial fun-tion depending on relative humidity and height. A orre-sponding loud water ontent is also interpreted.Moist onvetion: Mass-ux onvetion sheme (Tiedtke, 1989) with losurebased on moisture onvergene. Optional: modi�ed losurebased on CAPE.Radiation: Æ-two stream radiation sheme after Ritter and Geleyn(1992) for short and long wave uxes; full loud-radiationfeedbak.Vertial di�usion: Diagnosti K-losure at hierarhy level 2. Optional: a newlevel 2.5 sheme with prognosti treatment of turbulent ki-neti energy; e�ets of subgrid-sale ondensation and evap-oration are inluded. The impat from subgrid-sale ther-mal irulations is taken into aount as well.Surfae layer: Constant ux layer parameterisation based on the Louis(1979) sheme. Optional: a new surfae sheme inludinga laminar-turbulent roughness layer.Soil proesses: Soil model aording to Jaobsen and Heise (1982) with2 soil moisture layers and Penman-Monteith transpiration;snow and intereption storage are inluded. Climate valueshanging monthly (but remain �xed during foreast) in thethird layer.



3.3. MODEL DATA 19Table 3.3: An overview of the external datasetsMean orography: Soure is the GTOPO30 data set (30"x30") from the USGS (USGeologial Survey)Prevailing soil type: Soure is the DSM data set (5'x5') of FAO (Food And AgriulturalOrganisation of the UN)Land fration, vegetationover, root depth and LAI: Soure is the CORINE data set of ETC/LC (European Topi Cen-tre on (CORINE) Land Cover)Roughness length Soures are the GTOPO30 and CORINE data setsData Assimilation:A 3-dimensional analysis method does not allow the aount for the exat observation time ofasynopti data (note that synopti sales are mainly determined by the lateral boundary ondi-tions that are reeived from the steering model (GME of DWD)) and it fores the operators toneglet most of the high-frequent data unless we apply the analysis sheme far more often whihitself leads to signi�antly inreased omputational osts. On the other hand, a 4-dimensionalassimilation (4DVAR) method shows the advantage that it diretly inludes the model dynamisin the assimilation proess, but due to too large osts, this method is not used for the operationalappliation of the LM. Due to these restritions a sheme based on the observation nudging teh-nique has been developed for de�ning the atmospheri �elds.Sine data performed by the analysis run is used in this thesis, we briey desribe the data assim-ilation proedure whih is applied at the LM and the observational data that are inorporated.This sheme is based on an experimental nudging analysis sheme that has been developed for theDM (Deutshland Modell of DWD) and the Swiss model version (SM). The new LM-sheme hasbeen adapted to a non-hydrostati modelling framework. (Doms and Shaettler (2002))Nudging-Based Assimilation ShemeNudging or Newtonian relaxation onsists of relaxing the model's prognosti variables towardsvalues within a predetermined time window. In the present sheme, nudging is performed towardsdiret observations. For this purpose a so alled relaxation term is introdued into the modelequations.



20 CHAPTER 3. DATA

Figure 3.1: Observation used by E.C.M.W.F.'s meteorologial operational system. Numbers referto all data items reeived over a 24-hour period in May 2003. (Flemming et al. (2004))For the analysis of the LM, the temperature, wind (on signi�ant levels), humidity (up to300 hPa, and the geopotential (to derive one pressure inrement at the lowest model level) areused. The following parts of the "reports" are onsidered:All data of AIRCRAFT and the station pressure, wind (stations below 100 m asl), humidity, andthe 2m-temperatures (only for the soil moisture analysis) from the SYNOP, SHIP, and DRIBUreports are taken. After a vertial analysis, the variables are spread laterally along horizontalsurfaes (Doms and Shaettler (2002) and Doms and Shaettler (2004) These information werevalid during 2002/03 as they were in 2004).The following listing (Soure: Flemming et al. (2004)) presents the di�erent kind of data soures(reports) and shows the inredible amount of information that are available to the "Global Moni-toring of Environment and Seurity (GMES)" initiative at the E.C.M.W.F. In Fig. 3.1 the di�erentobservations used by the E.C.M.W.F. for the GMES are shown. (Flemming et al. (2004))SYNOP, SHIP, DRIBU:� SYNOP: meteorologial weather stations� SHIP: ships



3.3. MODEL DATA 21� DRIBU: drifting buoys� Observations at or near the Earth's surfae are onduted by about 11000 stations, measuringmeteorologial parameters like atmospheri pressure, wind data, temperature and the relativehumidity.� The ships and buoys are part of the WMO Marine Program. The number of observing shipsis about 7000, while approximately 40% are any time at sea. They are measuring the samevariables as the surfae stations and additionally the sea surfae temperature. There arearound 750 drifting buoys in this program, providing sea surfae temperature and surfae airpressure data.TEMP, PILOT:� TEMP: radiosondes� PILOT: pilot balloons (trak observed with a theodolite)� There are approximately 900 upper air stations exeuting radiosonde asents, most of themtwie a day. In oean areas, mainly in the North Atlanti, the observations are taken byabout 15 ships.AIRCRAFT:� Manual reports (AIREPS)� Automated reports with higher quality (AMDAR, ACAR, ASDAR)� Providing data about wind and temperature, no humidity� The total number of airrafts measuring data like pressure, wind, and temperature duringthe ight is around 3000. An automated system (AMDAR) arries out high quality reportsat seleted ight levels as well as during the asent and desent phases.
In order to determine more aurately the latent and sensible heat uxes, radiative propertiesand sreen-level temperature (2m-temperature), there are three additional analyses of the sea sur-fae temperature (SST), the snow depth and the soil moisture in use.



22 CHAPTER 3. DATAThe SST is analysed one a day (00 UTC) whih is ruial to improve the estimation of the heatuxes over water. Data are provided from all the ship and buoy observations of the previous 6days. In data-poor areas additionally satellite data are alled in to ompensate (NCEP, NationalCenters for Environmental Predition).Knowledge about the snow depth is ruial for an improved onlusion about the radiative absorp-tion and reetion properties of land surfaes and hene the sreen-level temperature. The snowwater ontent is a prognosti variable of the model being analysed one every six hours. Where thedensity of surfae stations is suÆient, the observations of SYNOP stations are used. Otherwisethe average snow depth inrements derived from SYNOP preipitation, temperature, and weatherreports as well as the model predition are additionally applied.Where the surfae is not overed with snow, on days with lear sky onditions, the sreen-leveltemperature and humidity is strongly inuened by the soil water ontent. An inaurate spei�-ation of soil moisture an lead to major de�ienies in the foreasted temperature. The tehniqueis based on minimising a ost funtion that depends on the deviations of the foreast temperaturefrom the observed temperature and of the soil moisture from a given bakground state (reated by15h-foreasts from the previous day by omparing the foreasted and observed temperature). Thefat that the 2m-temperature mainly depends on the soil moisture is used as well as it is assumedthat (moderate) hanges of soil moisture should lead to linear hanges in temperature.(Doms and Shaettler (2002) and Doms and Shaettler (2004))Spei� Information about the Alpine Model "aLMo"Sine April 2001, the LM is the operational system at MeteoSwiss, alled "Alpines Modell", aLMo.This operational suite (i.e. a pakage of about 50 shell sripts), is the Swiss version of the LM,omputed at the CSCS (Swiss Center for Sienti� Computing) in Manno. The horizontal resolu-tion amounts to 0.0625° that approximately orrespond to 7 km. Nevertheless, there are plans toenhane the horizontal grid spaing up to about 2.2 km.The aLMo domain extends from 35.11 N, 9.33 E (lower left) to 57.03 N, 23.41 E (upper right). Inother words, the western boundary of the domain lies in the order of 100 km west of the Portugueseoast and extends in the east to Hungary. In the north-south diretion, the domain ranges fromSotland to Siily.While in 2002, the driving model was the global model GME (operated at DWD), today the in-tegrated foreast system (IFS) operated at the E.C.M.W.F. is used. During an aLMo-run, a soalled LM-Pakage is proessed whih has been developed at MeteoSwiss.



3.3. MODEL DATA 23Table 3.4 shows and ompares the on�guration of the aLMo operated at MeteoSwiss in 2002 and2004.(Zala (2002) and De Morsier (2004))Table 3.4: The on�guration of the aLMo at MeteoSwiss (Zala (2002) Table 9 and De Morsier(2004) Table 11)Con�guration in 2002 in 2004Domain Size 385 x 325 grid points 385 x 325 grid pointsHorizontal Grid Spaing 0.0625°(� 7 km) 0.0625°(� 7 km)Number of Layers 35, base-state pressure basedhybrid 45, base-state pressure basedhybridTime Step and Integrations Sheme 40 se, 3 time-level split-expliit 40 se, 3 time-level split-expliitForeast Range 48 h 72 hInitial Time of Model Runs 00 UTC and 12 UTC 00 UTC and 12 UTCLateral Boundary Conditions Interpolated fromGME at 1-h intervals Interpolated from IFS at 3-hintervalsInitial State Nudging data assimilation y-le, no initialisation Nudging data assimilationyle, no initialisationExternal Analyses Merging of LM-DWD snowanalysis Merging of LM-DWD snowanalysisSpeial Features Use of �ltered topography Use of �ltered topographyModel Version Running lm f90 2.12 lm f90 3.5+Hardware NEC SX5 (using 8 of 8 pro-essors) NEC SX5 (using 14 of 16proessors)
Assimilation Cyle in aLMo:The data assimilation is implemented with 3-hour assimilation runs. Thereby an output �le isgenerated every hour. The soure for the observations represents the aLMo data base whih isbasially a opy of the ECMWF message / report data base. In 2002, during the 06-09 and 18-21hassimilation runs, ozone, vegetation and soil parameters are updated from the GME analysis (wesee breaks in the plots at 6, 18UTC). Similarly, the snow analysis of GME at DWD is merged into



24 CHAPTER 3. DATAthe initial onditions of aLMo.Today, at 00 and 12 UTC the soil parameters are updated from the IFS analysis (Integrated Fore-ast System, ECMWF). For a more detailed time table of the aLMo assimilation yle we refer tothe Zala (2002), p. 32 and De Morsier (2004), p. 33, respetively.3.4 Climatologial Gradient:In order to ompare the temperature data from the model topography with the observed data mea-sured at a surfae station at a generally di�erent altitude, the modelled temperature is vertiallyorreted with three di�erent gradients.In addition to the dry and moist adiabati lapse rate (0.98 K/100m and 0.56 K/100m, respe-tively), a limatologial gradient is applied. Note, Liljequist and Cehak (1984) proposed a dryadiabati gradient of 0.98 K/100m and a wet adiabati gradient between 0.5-0.6 K/100m.The data soures for this alulated limatologial lapse rate are homogenised observations ofsurfae stations between 1959 and 2000. Based on this data, mean daily lapse rates have beendeveloped by S. Sherrer within the NCCR projet at MeteoSwiss. Observations of a total set of67 surfae station were available. Furthermore, for appliations in the more elevated alpine regions,lapse rates have been generated taking into aount only stations with elevations higher than 1000and 1500 m asl, respetively.For the appliation in the present analysis, mean lapse rates for eah month have been alulatedwhih lie between approximately -0.4 and -0.7 K/100m (f. Fig. 3.3). Fig. 3.2 presents the meandaily limatologial gradients found between 1959 and 2000. In Fig. 3.3 the monthly mean lima-tologial gradients of all 67 surfae stations are presented. The same was done for the stationsabove 1000 and 1500 m asl. The �gure shows, that a lear seasonal yle in the lapse rate anbe found whih is largest between April and August. The vertial temperature gradient beomesgenerally larger in ase of only alpine station (e.g. elevation larger than 1000 m, and 1500 m asl,respetively) are taken into aount. (by ourtesy of Simon Sherrer, NCCR, MeteoSwiss)



3.4. CLIMATOLOGICAL GRADIENT: 25

Figure 3.2: The daily mean limatologial lapse rates (years: 1959-2000) for stations with theindiated hight onstraints. Eah data point (symbol) represents an average lapse rate (over allused stations and during the indiated time period) for the respetive day.

Figure 3.3: The monthly mean limatologial gradients of all 67 surfae stations (years: 1959-2000),based on the day-to-day information of Fig. 3.2



Chapter 4
MethodsIn this hapter we desribe how we proessed the data. In a �rst step of this analysis, we simplyompared measured 2m-temperatures (hourly resolution) of surfae stations with modelled datafrom nearby grid points. We were interested, whether systemati di�erenes between these twodatasets ould be found.In satter plots, it was possible to validate the representativity of a surfae station for a model gridpoint lose to this station. During this proess we found on ertain days great deviations betweenmodelled and observed data and interesting strutures in the already mentioned satter plots.It was a main task to develop an algorithm to �nd these days only by using modelled data and todesign a orretion method in order to lessen these great di�erenes between the two datasets.We desribe the strategy in �nding these spei� days when the modelled temperatures behavedompletely di�erently than the observed values at a surfae station.
4.1 Starting PointFigures 4.1 and 4.2 on p. 27/28 present the initial situation by the time we started with the anal-ysis at hand. On eah of these plots, the temperatures of the original model output (without anyorretions) are ompared with the observed data of the nearby surfae station. In these examples,the grid point, where we take the model data from, is the one with the smallest di�erene in alti-tude between the grid point and the surfae station of the 25 grid points surrounding the spei�station. We will ome bak to the signi�ane of this hoie and to other possible grid points laterin this hapter. 26



4.1. STARTING POINT 27

Figure 4.1: The raw full-year data of Kloten is shown. The x-axis is showing the observed temper-ature at the surfae station. The y-axis represents the modelled temperature without any altitudeorretion. In the lower right orner, the equation of the linear regression and the orrelation anbe seen.Note the di�erent strutures of the data: while "Kloten" exhibits a regular arrangement of thedata points with most of the data lose to the 45°-line, "Ulrihen" shows a ompletely di�erentbehaviour. The data points are not as lose to the 45°-line, the orrelation is muh smaller andthe interesting horizontal strutures did not our at Kloten.The omparisons between Alpine stations (e.g. Ulrihen) and surfae stations loated in the low-lands ("Shweizerishes Mittelland") suh as Kloten, aroused our motivation to �nd reasons forthese great deviations. Espeially the horizontal strutures (f. Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 on the p. 43/43)will play a major role in this analysis.
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Figure 4.2: The full-year data of Ulrihen is presented. For further remarks we refer to Fig. 4.1.4.2 Data SouresOverviewIn this study, the term "Data Soure" refers to the kind of grid point, where the modelled datahad been taken from. From the beginning, it was an interesting aspet of the analysis to determinethe model grid point (gp), that is most appropriate for a loation in the real topography.The regular veri�ation of aLMo by MeteoSwiss is undertaken by determining a so-alled "repre-sentative" gp for every surfae station. This is usually the nearest gp to the surfae station. Inase of a di�erene in altitude (hereafter referred as dz) of the nearest gp and the surfae stationof more than 100 m, the gp with the smallest dz of the surrounding four is believed to be mostrepresentative (f. De Morsier (2001)). Additionally to this approah, the present analysis wasarried out to a ertain point using �ve di�erent "data soures" that are listed in Table 4.1.Comparison of the di�erent Data SouresAt this point we were interested whether there was another type of gp (f. Table 4.1) beside thestandard "representative" gp that led to good orrespondene between the modelled data and theobservations at a ertain loation.As riteria, the di�erenes between the modelled and measured daily minimum and maximum,respetively, have been hosen. In "Analysis of the Data Soure" p. 35 (Results) the impat of



4.2. DATA SOURCES 29Table 4.1: Overview on the di�erent Data Soures that an be usedName: De�nition: Abbrev.nearest nearest gp to the stationrepresentative nearest gp to the station if the di�er-ene in altitude between the gp and thestation is less than 100 m. Otherwisethis gp of the surrounding four with theleast di�erene in altitude is hosen.
"rep"

smallest dz all25 the gp of the 25 gps next to the stationwith the least dz "min dz25"smallest dz near4 the gp of the surrounding 4 gps withthe least dzmean near 4 taking the mean data and mean alti-tude (for the orretion) of the 4 near-est gpsmean near 2 taking the mean data and mean alti-tude (for the orretion) of the 2 near-est gpsObviously, depending on the loation, two or even more of the gps above an be idential.
the di�erent data soures is investigated in order to �nd the best hoie when omparing modelledand observed 2m-temperatures in highly omplex terrain. This analysis revealed, that the gp withthe smallest dz of the 25 gps next to a station (min dz25) showed a very good orrespondenebetween the model and the observation (f. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 on p. 36/37). In most ases thiswas even better than the "representative" gp. The further analysis was then proessed by usingthe "representative" (rep) and "smallest dz all25" (min dz25) gps.



30 CHAPTER 4. METHODS4.3 Analysis of "Nose" / "Tail" Regions and establishingClassesIn Fig. 4.2 lusters of data points are observed, that largely deviate from the 45°-line and appearto be almost horizontal. In other words, for a given, quite large range of observed temperatures,the model seems to predit only a very narrow range of temperatures.In Figures 5.7 (four single days) and 5.8 (few days in a row) on p. 44/45 examples of days loatedin suh horizontal strutures as found in Fig. 4.2 are shown.These horizontal data louds ould be observed at eah station of the development group. Usually,there were two spei� regions, that were situated at the old and warm "end" of the dataset, re-spetively. For an easier referene, we all these regions "nose" (warm) and "tail" (old) hereafter.The two regions an easily be found on Figures 5.5 and 5.6 on the p. 43/43.In order to �nd all dates, when suh weak diurnal yles of the modelled 2m-temperatures o-urred while at the same time, the observation reorded a muh stronger daily yle, we analysedthe whole dataset. This led us to the onept of di�erent lasses: two main and one intermediatelass were reated. We looked for two boundaries, that were separating a orret from an erro-neous predition of the model. Several analyses led to the deision that whenever the model isprediting a weak diurnal yle (< 2 K) and the orresponding measured yle was also below2 K, the model's foreast ould be assumed to be orret (onerning the diurnal yle). On theother hand, in a ase where the model was prediting the same weak daily yle while the sur-fae station was reording an amplitude greater than 6 K, the model's output was onsidered tobe inaurate. Based on these statements the two main-lasses "lower than 2" and "greater than6" were reated. Table 5.2 on p. 48 presents the three di�erent lasses with their spei� de�nitions.In summary, the lass "lower than 2" (lt 2) represents days, when the weak modelled dailyyles fairly orrespond to the observed ones, i.e. both (model and observation) show an amplitudein their diurnal yle that is lower than 2 K. The lass "greater than 6" (gt 6), on the other hand,represents days, when the model again predits a diurnal yle of less than 2 K, while the surfaestation reords a diurnal variation in the 2m-temperature of more than 6 K. Therefore, a majorwrong estimation of the model ours on suh days.Keep in mind that the labelling of these lasses reets the behaviour and the amplitude of thediurnal yle of the observed data. On days of all three lasses (lt 2, 2-6, and gt 6) the tempera-tures, predited by the model only show a diurnal variation of less then 2 K. Therefore, it was amain task to try to identify days, whih belong to the "greater than 6"-lass in order to orret



4.4. METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES AND A SET OF CRITERIA 31the model's wrong estimations seen in Fig. 5.14 on p. 53.4.4 Other Meteorologial Variables and the development ofa Set of CriteriaIn the further analysis we tried to �nd reasons for the great di�erenes between modelled andobserved data. Therefore, beside the 2m-temperature, other meteorologial variables of the model,like the snow-temperature, loud over, dew point, radiation budgets et. had been analysed. Byinvestigating these variables on days representing a spei� main-lass (lt 2, gt 6) we found leardi�erenes in these parameters. This enabled us to establish riteria whih identify a day of aertain lass in advane only by using modelled data.To verify the quality of these riteria (identifying days of a ertain lass), we applied them tothe same dataset of the development group. Therefore, we were able to ompare the days foundthrough the riteria with the ones we previously used to build the spei� lass.Applying the riteria on the full-year dataset, did not reveal a omplete orrespondene of thefound days to those dates whih had been used to reate the spei� lass. It was no surprise thatthe better the di�erent riteria for a ertain lass were hosen, the more idential were the setsof the found days and the ones atually used to de�ne the spei� lass. Not only the number ofdays in the two sets were important, but also whether the days were orresponding to eah other(f. Table 5.4 on p. 69).Afterward, the days, obtained by this approah, were orreted by a mean daily yle of the ob-servations valid for a spei� lass, i.e. a mean observed diurnal yle was added to the almostat daily yles (< 2 K) of the model. On this stage, we applied two di�erent kinds of orretions:First, for eah lass, a orretion with the typial individual diurnal yle of the spei� stationwas applied, and seond a mean daily yle (for eah lass) of all four stations of the developmentgroup (Piotta, Robbia, Ulrihen, and Zermatt). Whereas the former approah is more aurate,the latter represents the only possibility for a orretion in ase of an absene of a surfae stationat a ertain loation.



32 CHAPTER 4. METHODS4.5 Spreading ProedureBeause the daily yles of the modelled temperatures for the analysed days (lt 2, gt 6) weresituated inside a narrow band (f. Fig. 5.31 on p. 84) while the observed data were muh morespread out, we introdued a "spreading proedure". Even when the modelled data were orretedwith a mean daily yle, the deviations were still remarkably large due to this di�erene in thedistribution of the two datasets. Fig. 5.31 shows this narrow band of the orreted model-data.The "spreading"-proedure is a simple algorithm, whih inorporates the multipliation of thedeviation of the 00 UTC-temperature of eah day to the mean 00 UTC-values with a ratio inorder to gain an o�set. Adding this o�set (its spei� value depending on the 00 UTC-deviationof this day) resulted in a muh broader distribution of the model-data (f. Fig. 5.32 on p. 85). Theratio, used in the multipliation, is alulated by dividing the standard deviation of the observed(00 UTC-values) by the standard deviation of the modelled data (00 UTC-values).4.6 Statistial Quantities:In the present study we used three di�erent statistial quantities to validate di�erent approahes,suh as the ones desribed above. Moreover they were also applied in order to quantify the im-provement of the new modi�ations desribed in this study.Note that in the following set of equations, the subsript "m" refers to "model" and "o" to "ob-servation".Root Mean Square (RMS) vuut 1n � nXi=1 ((Tm;i � To;i)2) (4.1)Root Mean Square Deviation:The square root of the seond moment of a set of observations taken about somearbitrary origin, that is to say, the square root of the Mean Square Deviation or meansquare error. The minimum value of the root mean square deviation ours when theorigin oinides with the arithmeti mean - it is then alled the Standard Deviation.(Kendall and Bukland (1971), p. 131)



4.7. FINAL ANALYSIS: 33Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 1n � nXi=1 (jTm;i � To;ij) (4.2)Mean Deviation: (an alternative name, the author used for the MAE )A measure of dispersion derived from the average deviation of observations from someentral value, suh deviations being taken absolutely, i.e. without referene to algebraisign. The entral value may be the arithmeti mean or the median. Expressed formallythe mean deviation is the First Absolute Moment.(Kendall and Bukland (1971), p. 91)Mean Bias (MB) To � Tm (4.3)Correlation CoeÆient:In the present study we often use orrelation oeÆients (r) in order to ompare di�erent ap-proahes. These oeÆients were alulated by means of the IDL� proedure "orrelate.pro".This funtion omputes the linear Pearson orrelation oeÆient of two vetors.4.7 Final Analysis:In this �nal analysis, the ognitions we found in the previous work were applied on the stations ofthe ontrol group (Comprovaso, Engelberg, Samedan, and Suol).As in the previous analyses, we performed an altitude orretion of the model data to allow adiret omparison between observed and modelled temperatures. In the ourse of this orretionthe limatologial gradient was used. As a next step, by applying the set of riteria found at thedevelopment group, we extrated for eah lass (lt 2, 2-6, and gt 6) subsets of the full-year dataset.The 2m-temperature data of eah lass was modi�ed by adding a mean daily yle to the originaldiurnal yle. Note that we proessed this analysis three times with varying mean diurnal ylesin order to investigate the sensitivity of the results on these values (f. Table 4.2). We found,that the three diurnal yles of the 2m-temperatures and the di�erenes between observed andmodelled 2m-temperatures were similar at Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt while Ulrihen showed adi�erent behaviour (f. Fig. 5.17 on p. 56. Therefore, it seemed appropriate not only to builda mean diurnal yle of all four stations of the development group, but rather separate Ulrihenfrom the rest, i.e. alulate a mean daily yle for Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt (Mean PioRobZer).



34 CHAPTER 4. METHODSTable 4.2: An overview of the di�erent daily yles that were used in the �nal analysisType: De�nition:Mean all4 The mean diurnal yle of all four stations of thedevelopment group (Piotta, Robbia, Ulrihen, andZermatt)Mean PioRobZer The mean diurnal yle of Piotta, Robbia, and Zer-mattUlr The typial diurnal yle of UlrihenThe de�nitions of these di�erent types of diurnal yles were the diret resultof the visualisation of the diurnal yles of eah station in Fig. 5.16-5.18 onp. 55 et seq.
The last analysis was proessed with the spreading proedure and without it, respetively. Notethat performing the spreading proedure required the standard deviation of the modelled and theobserved data. To spread the data in this �nal analysis we used the mean standard deviations ofthe four stations of the development group in order to keep the orretions independent from anyknowledge of data, measured at the spei� surfae station of the ontrol group.



Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Analysis of the Data SoureThe term "data soure" is used to desribe the model grid point that provided the data, we om-pared with the measurements of the partiular surfae station. For the omparison of the di�erentkind of data soures (f. Table 4.1 on p. 29), the mean monthly di�erenes between the prediteddaily maximum and the atually measured daily maximum temperature, and the same for thedaily minimum, respetively, were analysed.Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 on p. 36/37 show this analysis of the daily minimum and maximum tempera-tures, respetively, at Robbia, a member of the development group (Piotta, Robbia, Ulrihen, andZermatt).In Fig. 5.1, the monthly mean di�erenes between the modelled and measured daily minimumtemperatures are shown. The di�erent bars of eah set refer to di�erent data soures (f. Table4.1 on p. 29). Eah one of the four panels presents the results of a quarter of the year. In aseof large di�erenes between the representative ("rep") and smallest dz all25 ("min dz25") gp, thelatter led to better results. Only in August and Otober were slightly worse mean values found atthe "min dz25" than at the "rep" gp. Further, note that generally larger deviations were foundduring the ooler season (November until May).Fig. 5.2 presents similar results but this time the monthly mean deviations of the daily maximumtemperatures at Robbia are shown. Again, when large di�erenes ourred, the "min dz25" gpled to better results. Note, that only during July and August the use of the "min dz25" gp showsslightly worse mean deviations than in ase of the "representative" gp.However, in both analyses (daily min./daily max.) one an see, that beside the "representative"35
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Figure 5.1: Analysis of the di�erent data soures at the loation of Robbia. For eah month, themean di�erenes in the model predited daily minima and the atually measured (surfae station)minima are shown. The di�erent lasses of the bar plots refer to di�erent data soures.("near: nearest", "rep: representative", "dz25: smallest dz all25", "dz4: smallest dz near4", "me4:mean near 4", "me2: mean near 2")First sub-plot: data of April, May, and June. Seond sub-plot: data of July, August, and Septem-ber. Third sub-plot: data of Otober, November, and Deember. Fourth sub-plot: data of January,February, and Marh.
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Figure 5.2: Analysis of the di�erent data soures at the loation of Robbia. For eah month, themean di�erenes between the model predited daily maxima and the atually measured (surfaestation) maxima are shown. The di�erent lasses refer to di�erent data soures.For further remarks we refer to Fig. 5.1.



38 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSgp, it was the "smallest dz all25" gp showing good results that were often even better than in asethe traditional "representative" gp was used (onerning this analysis of the daily minimum andmaximum temperature, respetively). This was espeially true when the analysis of the dailymaximum temperatures was onsidered.The Figures 5.3 on p. 39 present the mean results of all four stations of the development group.In the upper panel is the analysis of the daily minimum temperatures shown. In ase that onlythe months with large deviations (�> 1 K) were onsidered (De - Mar), a lear improvement ofthe bias were found when the "min dz25" gp was used. The lower panel, presenting the analysisof the daily maximum temperatures, shows even more distintive results. With the exeption ofMarh, on all other months an improvement of the bias ould be found.The results in the analysis of the predited and measured daily maximal temperatures (f. Fig. 5.3,lower panel) are very lear for the whole year and show a lear improvement (smaller bias) inase the "min dz25" gp was used. Although the analysed winter 2002/03 was inuened by theprogramming mistake, leading to wrong near-surfae temperatures, the results during the summer2002 show also a lear improvement. Therefore, we an state, that using the "min dz25" gp ledgenerally to better results than the "rep" gp.5.2 Altitude Corretion of the Model DataFig. 5.4 on p. 41 shows satter plots of the temperature data at Ulrihen. For this omparison withthe data of the surfae station, the modelled data was orreted by using three di�erent lapse rates.At the upper satter plot, the dry lapse rate (0.98 K/100m) was applied, while at the middle andbottom panel the modelled data was orreted by using the wet (0.56 K/100m) and limatologial(varying) gradient, (f. Fig. 3.3 on p. 25), respetively. Liljequist and Cehak (1984) propose adry-adiabati gradient of 0.98�/100m and a wet-adiabati gradient between 0.5-0.6�/100m.The appliation of the limatologial gradient led at all four stations of the development group toa higher orrelation between the modelled and observed 2m-temperatures (f. Table 5.1 on p. 40)and to a slope of the linear regression loser to "1".The orrelation oeÆients (f. Methods, p. 33) for of the two orretion methods are shown inTable 5.1. Note that applying a onstant gradient, in both ases (dry- and wet-adiabati lapse rate)led to same orrelation oeÆients. Therefore, we referred to both of them simply by the abbre-viation 'onst'. The di�erenes were more pronouned (up to 2.8%) at "rep" than at "min dz25"(< 1%) where a smaller vertial orretion took plae. Note, despite of the smaller horizontal dis-
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Figure 5.3: The mean monthly deviations of all four stations of the development group (Piotta,Robbia, Ulrihen, and Zermatt). On the upper hart, the analysis of the daily minimum temper-atures, on the lower one, the analysis of the daily maximum temperatures is shown.



40 CHAPTER 5. RESULTStanes between the "rep"-gps and the observations, more distant gps ("min dz25", with a smallerdi�erene in the elevations) led to equal or even better orrelation oeÆients.Therefore, we deided to use the limatologial gradient for all further analyses, pre-sented in this study.Table 5.1: Correlation CoeÆients (f. Methods, p. 33) between observed and modelled 2m-temperatures. For both data soures, the results are presented for a onstant gradient (wet/dry)and a variable gradient (limatologial)."onst." refer to a onstant wet/dry-gradient, while "lima." refers to (monthly) varying limato-logial gradients. Representative Smallest dz all25Corr. Corr. Corr. Corr.onst. lima. onst. lima.Piotta 0.900 0.912 0.920 0.923Robbia 0.834 0.858 0.910 0.912Ulrihen 0.836 0.855 0.845 0.855Zermatt 0.870 0.894 0.897 0.905
5.3 Analysis of the Altitude Correted Data and De�nitionof the "Nose" & "Tail" RegionsCreating satter plots of the modelled vs. observed data, we reognised horizontally shaped regionsthat are signs for large deviations between the two datasets. Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 on p. 43 show thesetwo regions (blue and red) at "Ulrihen" and "Robbia". Note that at Ulrihen only the mostextreme part of the horizontal struture was seleted, in order to haraterise the most typialdays. They our at eah station of the development group with di�erent distintiveness. For easierreferring we all hereafter the red area "nose" and the blue one "tail", respetively. Obviously thesetwo regions with their speial shapes are signs for a stronger variability, respetively daily yle ofthe observed data than of the modelled data.Fig. 5.7 on p. 44 presents this behaviour of the modelled and observed 2m-temperatures duringfour spei� days, found in the "nose"-region for "Robbia". Note the disontinuities at 6 and
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Figure 5.4: On eah of the three panels, the full-year dataset of Ulrihen is shown, while on eahone a di�erent lapse rate was used to orret the modelled data. The data soure for this �gure is"smallest dz all25". In this example, the di�erene in altitude between the model grid point andthe surfae station is -473 m (surfae station - model gp). In the x-diretion, the observed data,in the y-diretion, the modelled data is drawn.Upper panel: the dry-adiabati gradient, in the middle one: the wet-adiabati, lower panel: thelimatologial gradient.Note, on eah panel, the equation of the linear regression and the orrelation oeÆient of the twodatasets are shown in the lower right orner.



42 CHAPTER 5. RESULTS18 UTC and moreover the almost onstant time series in the daytime (6-18 UTC) of the modelleddata. Suh a pattern an also be found during several days in a row, as seen in Fig. 5.8 on p. 45.The upper panel presents the 2m-temperatures during days found in the nose-region (16-30 Marh2003), while on the lower one, a time period lose to the one above (same season) is plotted butthis time the days shown (15-29 April 2003) did not our in the "nose"-region. Comparing thesetwo plots, we found, that although these days lie relatively lose together, the model shows aompletely di�erent behaviour.Fig. 5.9 and 5.10 on p. 46/47 show the typial daily yle at "Ulrihen" during days found in the"nose"- and "tail"-region, respetively.On �gures like 5.9 and 5.10 we observed, that on spei� days the model was not showing any or onlya very weak diurnal yle in the 2m-temperature while the observation at the same time reordeda muh stronger one. This was espeially true on days found in the "tail"-region (Fig. 5.10).However, similar patterns were found for eah station of the development group.Further we saw at all stations, data soures ("rep", "min dz25") and region-types ("nose", "tail")disontinuities ourring at 6 and 18 UTC (f. Fig. 5.9). This inluded, depending on the station,an immediate drop or rise in the temperature signals of several Centigrades. These irregularitieswere aused by external data that entered un�ltered into the model's �eld. Atually, at 6 and18 UTC, the DWD's analysis updated the soil parameters, inluding snow temperature and snowwater ontent, several soil temperatures and soil moistures on di�erent layers (f. Zala (2002)).At present, these parameters are assimilated using the IFS's analysis (ECMWF) in the urrentversion of "aLMo".These large model-observation di�erenes motivated us to �nd all dates in the full-year datasetwhen suh a weak daily yle in the modelled 2m-temperature ould be found and to ompare themwith the observed data. Due to sometimes even large disontinuities after 6 and after 18 UTC, weused the amplitude between 7 and 18 UTC as riterion for a "weak daily yle" in the model's 2m-temperature. A further side e�et of onentrating the searh on this part of the day (7-18 UTC)was, that we were able to �nd espeially these dates, when no warming during daytime took plaeand ignored a possible ooling during the night.5.4 De�nition of di�erent ClassesFig. 5.11 on p. 49 shows the full-year temperature data of Robbia. In the three di�erent panels,varying amplitudes in the daily yles of the model's temperature are marked in olour. As onean see, using a daily yle of the model's 2m-temperature of less than 2 K, we inluded most
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Figure 5.5: The full-year dataset of Ulrihen (hourly resolution). The x-axis is showing the observed2m-temperatures (surfae station). The y-axis presents the modelled 2m-temperatures. Note, thatthe modelled data were altitude-orreted (limatologial gradient).

Figure 5.6: The full year dataset (2m-temperatures) of Robbia. For further remarks we refer toFig. 5.5
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Figure 5.7: The diurnal yles (2m-temperatures) of four days in the "nose"-region for Robbia.Red: observed data, blue: modelled data.
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Figure 5.8: 2m-temperatures of several days in a row. The upper panel: days of the "nose"-region for Piotta. Lower panel: a period of time, hoosing the same season as in the upper panelbut without any days belonging to the "nose"-region for this station. Red: observed data, blue:modelled data.
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Figure 5.9: Daily yles of the modelled and observed 2m-temperatures at Ulrihen. Data fromdays of the 'nose'-region. Upper panel: daily yles (one line orresponds to one day), lower panel:"hourly" di�erenes between the observed and the modelled data (one line represents one day,di� = Tmodel � Tobs).Red lines: observed data, blue lines: modelled data
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Figure 5.10: Daily yles, found in the "tail"-region at Ulrihen. For further remarks, we refer toFig. 5.9



48 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSof the "tail"- and a reasonable part of the "nose"-region into our analysis. We learly see, thatweak (< 2 K) and very weak (< 0.5 K) amplitudes in the model's daily yles tended to our atlow temperatures during winter time. Another pattern we observed, was the expliit horizontalstruture of the oloured louds of data with weak modelled daily yles.Fig. 5.12 on p. 50 shows three di�erent satter plots of the full year dataset of Zermatt. Theoloured points in eah hart represent days when a weak daily yle in the modelled data (< 2 K)and a varying yle (< 2 K, 2-8 K, and > 8 K) in the observed data were found. Based on theseresults, we de�ned three lasses as listed in Table 5.2. While "lower than 2" and "greater than 6"represent the main lasses, the "2-6"-lass is an intermediate one.We want to point out, that the "greater than 6" lass was the most important one. During days,belonging to this lass, the model failed to reprodue the observed diurnal yle that for its partwas always larger than 6 K. For the same days, the model only desribed a diurnal variation ofless the 2 K.The "lower than 2" lass onstitutes a kind of 'referene' when the daily yle of the modelled datais onsistent with the one observed at the surfae station.Table 5.2: De�nition of the di�erent lasses, used in this study. The amplitudes always refer tomax.-min. 2m-temperatures in the period 07-18 UTC.Class: Properties Abbr."lower than 2" Amplitude of Anetz daily yle: < 2 K "lt 2"Amplitude of Model daily yle: < 2 K"2.0 - 6.0" Amplitude of Anetz daily yle: 2 - 6 K "2-6"Amplitude of Model daily yle: < 2 K"greater than 6" Amplitude of Anetz daily yle: > 6 K "gt 6"Amplitude of Model daily yle: < 2 K
Figs. 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 on p. 52-54 present the typial daily yles of these three lasses("lower than 2", "greater than 6", and "2-6") onsidering Ulrihen as an example. Note that themodel's diurnal yles are all loated in a very narrow band (f. Fig. 5.14) and do not show anylear variation while the daily yles of the observed temperatures were far more spread out. Themeasurements showed a lear and regular diurnal yle whih led espeially at the "greater than6"-lass to a well-de�ned mean daily yle in the di�erenes of the two datasets (lower panel).The Figs. 5.16-5.18 on p. 55-57 summarise the typial diurnal yles, found at the di�erent stations
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Figure 5.11: The full-year dataset of Robbia (hourly resolution). The marked data points (in dif-ferent olours) refer to di�erent amplitudes of the model's diurnal yles. Upper panel: amplitudesmaller than 0.5 K, the one in the middle: 0.5-1.0 K, and lower panel: 1.0-2.0 K.
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Figure 5.12: The full year dataset of Zermatt is shown (hourly resolution). The marked data pointsrefer to di�erent amplitudes of the diurnal yles in the observed data at the surfae station. Upperpanel: observed diurnal yle smaller than 2 K, the one in the middle: 2-8 K, and the one at thebottom: greater than 8 K.



5.5. ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF THESE CLASSES 51and lasses, respetively. Additionally, the mean daily yle (inlusive mean � standard deviation)of all 4 stations of the development group are shown.While the data of Piotta and Robbia were lose together, the mean diurnal yles of Zermattand Ulrihen (marked with 2 and 3) showed a di�erent behaviour, and led to a larger standarddeviation of the resulting mean daily yle of all four stations. This was espeially true at the"greater than 6"-lass (Fig. 5.17).5.5 Annual Distribution of these ClassesFigures 5.19 and 5.20 on p. 58/58 present the monthly ourrenes of the days, belonging to oneof the two main lasses ("lower than 2", "greater than 6"). We learly saw, that days, belongingto the "lt 2"-lass (Fig. 5.19) were most ommon in November until January while the days of the"gt 6"-lass (Fig. 5.20) were most frequent during the month Deember until Marh. Further wean state, that at "Ulrihen" the largest number of "gt 6" days were found. This orrespondedwell with the most distintive "tail"-region at Ulrihen seen in the satter plots (Fig. 5.4 on p. 41).This omparison of the number of days, belonging to the "gt 6"-lass revealed, that more suhdays took plae when the "rep" gp was used. This orresponded to the results we found regardingthe snow water ontent (f. "greater than 6"-days, p. 59. During most gt 6-days the surfae wasovered with snow. Beause the "rep" gp generally exhibits a larger di�erene in altitude, i.e. ishigher situated than the "min dz25", the time period during whih the surfae in the model'stopography was overed with snow is longer at the "rep" gp. Aording to this, a larger numberof gt 6-days ould be found in ase the "rep" gp was used.5.6 Analyses of other Meteorologial VariablesAt this point of the study we were able to identify days when the observations reorded a relativelystrong diurnal yle (> 6 K) of the 2m-temperatures while at the same time the model was notable to reprodue this pattern aurately (only daily yle < 2 K). At the other hand we founddays when a predited weak diurnal yle orresponded well to the measurements taken at theobservations.This motivated us to �nd reasons for the ourrene of suh wrong estimations of the model andwe foused on other model output �elds. We were interested whether these variables exhibiteda ertain onsisteny to eah other. A seond objet of this approah was to establish a set ofriteria (based only on model output �elds) in order to determine whether in ase of a predited
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Figure 5.13: Daily yles of the modelled and observed temperatures at Ulrihen on days of the"lower than 2"-lass. Eah red (observation) and blue (model) line in the upper panel representsone day belonging to this lass. Thik dashed lines as indiated in the legend.On the lower panel: the deviations between the modelled and observed data (model-obs.).
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Figure 5.14: The typial daily yles of the "greater than 6"-lass at Ulrihen. For further remarkswe refer to Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.15: The typial daily yles of the "2-6"-lass at Ulrihen. For further remarks we referto Fig. 5.13
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Figure 5.16: Upper panel: mean diurnal yles at di�erent stations of the development group forthe "lt 2"-lass."Piotta" and "Robbia" in light brown (model) and light grey (observation). "Zermatt" and "Ul-rihen" (2 and 3) in green.Thiker blue lines (solid and dotted): the mean and mean � standard deviation of the model,thiker red lines: the mean and mean � standard deviation of the observationLower panel: the mean di�erenes between modelled and observed temperatures.
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Figure 5.17: The mean diurnal yles for the "greater than 6"-lass. For further remarks we referto Fig. 5.16
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Figure 5.18: The mean diurnal yles for the "2-6"-lass are shown. For further remarks we referto Fig. 5.16
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of days member of the "lower than 2"-lass. Blue: the number ofdays at the "rep" gp. Red: the number of days at the "min dz25" gp.The "total of days" refers expliitly to unique days, i.e. idential dates that our at di�erentstations were ounted only one.

Figure 5.20: The distribution of days, belonging to the "greater than 6"-lass. Blue: the numberof days at the "rep" gp. Red: the number of days at the "min dz25" gp.The "total of days" refers expliitly to unique days, i.e. idential dates that our at di�erentstations were ounted only one.



5.6. ANALYSES OF OTHER METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES 59weak daily yle (< 2 K) on a ertain day this was an aurate foreast of not. In other words,answering the question whether a day for whih a diurnal yle of less then 2 K was preditedatually belonged to the "lt 2"-lass (orret predition) or to the "gt 6"-lass (wrong predition).It turned out, that several of these output �elds behaved di�erently on "lt 2" and "gt 6" days,respetively. Variables like the surfae radiation budgets, the loud overs, the snow temperaturesand snow water ontents seemed to be these variables most sensitive to the onditions found atthe two main lasses. The Figs. 5.21 - 5.26 show the typial daily yles of the above mentionedvariables for eah main lass ("lt 2", "gt 6"). Note the blak dashed and dotted lines, whih rep-resent the mean and the mean � standard deviation. In eah �gure, the daily yles of all fourstations of the development group are shown.We want to point out that at 6 and 18 UTC extreme disontinuities ould be found at the snow-temperatures (up to 10 K) and smaller values at the snow water ontent (f. Figures 5.25 and 5.26).In 2002 this behaviour was most likely linked to the (DWD-) analysis of both these parameters at6 and 18 UTC.We summarise the patterns found in the di�erent visualisations of the above mentioned meteoro-logial variables for eah lass separately."greater than 6"-daysDays of the "gt 6"-lass tended to be bright. This ould be seen in the larger positive solar radi-ation budgets (f. Fig. 5.22) and also in the stronger negative thermal radiation budgets than at"lt 2"-days. Further evidenes for this assumption were found in the loud overs (low louds andtotal loud over, f. Fig. 5.24) and in the spreading between 2m-temperatures and dew points.Days belonging to the "gt 6"-lass exhibited generally a smaller loud overage and showed a largerspreading (temperature$dew point) whih indiated dryer onditions then days of the "lt 2"-lass.Considering these aspets, we found that these variables were absolutely onsistent with the largediurnal yles reorded at the observations.During most of the "gt 6"-days, the snow water ontents were positive, i.e. the surfae was overedwith snow (f. Fig. 5.26). This was onsistent with the annual distribution of these days, showingthat they were most frequent during the winter (Deember until Marh). Far more interesting werethe snow-temperatures (f. Fig. 5.26) when ompared with the 2m-temperatures. Correspondingto the radiation budgets, rather strong diurnal yles in the snow-temperatures were found (in theorder up to 10 K). Although these diurnal yles in the snow-temperatures ourred, no hanges2 m above the snow layer were reorded, i.e. 2m-temperature (diurnal yle of the modelled 2m-



60 CHAPTER 5. RESULTStemperatures on these days ("lt 2"-, "2-6"-, "gt 6"-lass) by de�nition < 2 K).Further, neither the temperatures of the three di�erent soil-layers (0, 9, and 41 m depth) nor thetemperatures on the �rst two model layers (45k, 44k) showed harateristi daily yles."lower than 2"-daysDays belonging to the "lt 2"-lass exhibited smaller positive solar radiation budgets and at thesame time less negative thermal radiation budgets (f. Fig. 5.21) than days of the "gt 6"-lass. Alsothe larger mean values in the loud overage indiated rather overast onditions (f. Fig. 5.23).This orresponded well to the small diurnal yles (< 2 K) reorded at the surfae stations.On suh "lt 2"-days the surfae was also mainly overed with snow but the snow depth was smaller(f. Fig. 5.25) than on "gt 6"-days. On "lt 2"-days, we found no harateristi diurnal yles inthe snow-temperatures. Again this �tted to the smaller solar radiation budgets.All these aspets were onsistent with the small diurnal variations of the 2m-temperatures observedat the surfae stations. SummaryWhile all these model output variables orresponded to the reorded daily yles of the 2m-temperature at the surfae stations, only the modelled 2m-temperatures in ase of bright ("gt 6"-)days did not orrespond to the rest of variables and not to the observed temperatures. Espeiallyinteresting were the strong diurnal yles of the snow-temperatures during "gt 6"-days while thesevariations were ompletely missing at the 2m-level.Note that these meteorologial variables were not investigated on days belonging to the interme-diate "2-6"-lass (f. Table 5.2 on p. 48).
5.7 De�nition and Validation of the CriteriaIn the previous setion we learned that several meteorologial variables showed a di�erent be-haviour in ase of "lower than 2" and "greater than 6"-days, respetively. Based on these resultswe derived a set of riteria that ould be used to identify "gt 6" and "lt 2"-days.A typial "gt 6"-day was bright and therefore exhibited a larger positive solar radiation budget,a smaller loud overage, and a remarkable diurnal yle of the snow-temperature. Additionally,
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Figure 5.21: Short-wave (asob s) and long-wave (athb s) radiation budgets on "lower than 2"-days.Upper panel: the solar radiation budget, lower panel: the thermal radiation budget.The di�erent olours refer to the four surfae stations. red: Piotta, green: Robbia, blue: Ulrihen,magenta: Zermatt.
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Figure 5.22: The radiation budgets on "greater than 6"-days. For further remarks we refer toFig. 5.21
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Figure 5.23: Di�erent loud overs (low and total louds) on "lower than 2"-days. Upper panel:the loud overage by low louds, lower panel: the overage by all louds on all layers (total).The y-axis spei�es the loud over in perent.The di�erent olours refer to the four surfae stations. red: Piotta, green: Robbia, blue: Ulrihen,magenta: Zermatt.
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Figure 5.24: Di�erent loud overs (low and total louds) on "greater than 6"-days.Upper panel: the loud overage by low louds, lower panel: the overage by all louds on all layers(total).
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Figure 5.25: The snow temperature (upper) and the snow water ontent (lower panel) on "lowerthan 2"-days.
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Figure 5.26: The snow temperature (upper) and the snow water ontent (lower panel) on "greaterthan 6"-days.



5.7. DEFINITION AND VALIDATION OF THE CRITERIA 67the soil was overed with snow and by de�nition the daily yle of the 2m-temperature was lowerthan 2 K.On the other hand, "lt 2"-days exhibited smaller solar radiation budgets, larger loud overagesand no suh diurnal yles of the snow-temperature. Therefore these days were rather overast.Again, the surfae was mainly overed with snow and the diurnal variations of the 2m-temperatureswere still (by de�nition) smaller than 2 K.Using this knowledge, we were able to determine threshold-values for eah of these variables inorder to assign a spei� day to one of the two main lasses ("gt 6", "lt 2"). Note that the identi-�ation of days belonging to the "2-6"-lass (intermediate lass) was an assignment of these days,when a weak modelled diurnal yle (< 2 K) was predited and whih did not already belonged tothe "lt 2" and "gt 6"-lass.
De�nition of the Criteria:Table 5.3 on p. 68 lists the di�erent variables used as riteria and their threshold-values. In orderto haraterise a day with a spei� variable, daily means, daily maximal values or amplitudes ofdiurnal yles were used.Note in both sets of riteria (for "rep" and "min dz25") was exatly one variable with a thresholdthat expliitly separated the two lasses, while the others showed overlapping ranges. In ase ofthe "representative" gp this was the daily mean overage through low louds, while at the "small-est dz all25" gp the amplitude of the snow-temperature ompletely separated the two lasses. Notethat in ase of using the amplitude of the diurnal yle of a spei� variable not the whole day(00-23 UTC) was onsidered. The reason for taking only a setion of the data of a full day weredisontinuities (around 6 and 18 UTC), most pronouned in temperature data as the ones of the2m-level and of the snow over.The values, shown in Table 5.3 were found empirially by trying to 'detet' the maximum numberof days in a partiular lass. Note that additionally to the variables, denoted to be most importantin haraterising a spei� day, we used the daily maximal 2m-temperatures and the amplitude ofthe long-wave radiation budget in order to improve the ability of this method.
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Table 5.3: Modelled variables haraterising di�erent lasses of days with low modelled daily ylesin the 2m-temperature (< 2 K, f. �rst row of eah table). On the upper panel the values for the"representative" gp, in the lower one for the "smallest dz all25" gp are shown. Bold, the twovariables that are separating the two lasses ("lt 2", "gt 6").Representativelower than 2 greater than 6Variable Threshold Chek for Threshold Chek forAmplitude in 2m-temp.(7-18 UTC) < 2 K lower < 2 K lowerDaily max. solar radiationbudget < 120 W/m2 lower > 70 W/m2 higherDaily mean snow waterontent > 0 mm higher > 10 mm higherAmplitude in snow-temperature (7-17 UTC) < 5.5 K lower > 2 K higherDaily mean loudover (low louds) > 55% higher < 55% lowerDaily max. 2m-temp. < 3 � lower < 3 � lowerAmplitude in long-waveradiation budget < 120 W/m2 lower < 140 W/m2 lower

Smallest dz all25lower than 2 greater than 6Variable Threshold Chek for Threshold Chek forAmplitude in 2m-temp.(7-18 UTC) < 2 K lower < 2 K lowerDaily max. solar radiationbudget < 120 W/m2 lower > 60 W/m2 higherDaily mean snow waterontent > -0.1 mm higher > 0 mm higherAmplitude in snow-temperature (7-17 UTC) < 3 K lower > 3 K higherDaily mean loud over(low louds) > 30% higher < 65% lowerDaily max. 2m-temp. < 10 � lower < 10 � lowerAmplitude in long-waveradiation budget < 120 W/m2 lower < 130 W/m2 lower



5.7. DEFINITION AND VALIDATION OF THE CRITERIA 69Table 5.4: Test on reovery rate, false alarm and hits for days with a low modelled diurnal ylein the 2m-temperatures (i.e. < 2 K) and various observed amplitudes of daily yles.total: total days in this lass (note, that all four stations were onsidered).total found: days that were found by applying the riteria and thresholds (f. Table 5.3).hits: orretly identi�ed days in the set of "total found" days.Further information an be found on p. 69 Representative Smallest dz all25lt 2 2-6 gt 6 lt 2 2-6 gt 6total 61 288 300 56 204 245total found 89 154 340 82 109 268hits 34 101 224 27 60 177
Validation of the Criteria:The previous setion has shown that the two main lasses ("lt 2", "gt 6") do not exhibited entirelydistintive model parameters. Still, it was interesting to analyse the 'reovery rate' when appliedon the original dataset (i.e. used for the developing of the lasses).Table 5.4 shows that e.g. for the "representative" gp a total number of 300 days originally be-longed to the lass "gt 6", 61 to the "lt 2" and 288 to the intermediate lass "2-6". Note thatthese numbers of days refer to the total amount of days of all four stations of the developmentgroup. Applying the riteria and thresholds (Table 5.3) yielded to 340, 89, and 154 days, respe-tively, i.e. a onsiderable amount of false alarms. In fat, only 224, 34, and 101 days, respetivelywere 'hits' or orretly identi�ed for the respetive lass.Table 5.4 reveals, that over 70% of the days needed of the "greater than 6"-lass were found.Applying the riteria of the "lower than 2"-lass we were able to �nd approximately half of thedays needed. Keep in mind, it was the "gt 6"-lass, whih was most problemati and thereforedeserved our main attention. The "lt 2"-lass represented merely these days, when a small diurnalyle in the modelled 2m-temperature (< 2 K) atually was orret, i.e. was also reorded at thespei� surfae station.Note that the days in the "2-6"-lass are not diretly identi�ed by using riteria, but rather by as-signing the days not already belonging to the other two (main-) lasses. In this lass, the rate of theorret found days did not exeed �35% and �30% at the "representative" and "smallest dz all25"data soure, respetively.



70 CHAPTER 5. RESULTS5.8 Applying the CorretionsIn the previous setions harateristis have been reognised on those days during whih the modelprodued almost no diurnal yle in the 2m-temperatures while the observed values exhibited no("lt 2") or a pronouned ("gt 6") daily variation. Clearly, for a foreast it would be desirable toorret the apparently missing daily yle of the temperatures for the lasses "gt 6" and also forthe intermediate "2-6"-lass. Note that we performed orretions of all three lasses.Suh a orretion an be e�etuated as follows:1. Based on the riteria and threshold-values of Table 5.3 attribute a spei� day to one of thetwo lasses ("lt 2","gt 6"). In ase the patterns found on this day did not �t to the riteriaof the two main lasses, the day was attributed to the intermediate "2-6"-lass.2. Use the mean observed di�erenes between modelled and observed 2m-temperatures (f. Fig-ures 5.16-5.18 on p. 55-57) for the orretion of the modelled diurnal yle of the 2m-temperature.Note, whenever we use the term "daily yle" or "diurnal yle" in order to orret mod-elled 2m-temperatures, we refer to the proess of adding the mean daily yle of the di�erenes(model$observation) to the model data.Apparently, when orreting a foreast, step 2 from above an only be performed by using theaverage di�erenes. One would expet this di�erenes to be most representative if they were onlyalulated from the observed data of the station of interest. However, in this ase the orretionmethod would only be appliable for this very site.Therefore, a general orretion proedure would use the mean (i.e. from all four stations of thedevelopment group) di�erenes, with the underlying assumption that this mean orretion wouldbe appliable for any "grid point-observation"-pair in the alpine region. In order to qualify this as-sumption, the orretion was applied twie, one using the mean di�erenes between the observedand modelled 2m-temperatures (e.g. Fig. 5.17 on p. 56)) and one with the di�erene urve fromthe respetive site alone.In the following, the results of the di�erent orretions and the impats of the two data soures("rep", "min dz25") are desribed. For more detailed information we refer to the Tables A.1 - A.8on p. 124 - 131 (Appendix). To gain learer results we only used the data of days, when a modi�a-tion at the spei� lass atually took plae. Otherwise, using all-year data points (onsidering as



5.8. APPLYING THE CORRECTIONS 71well these days where no modi�ation at all was performed) led to the same but more indistintiveresults.Analysis of only Altitude-orreted DataThe statistial measures (RMS, MB, and MAE, f. Methods, p. 32) were analysed in ase of themodelled 2m-temperatures of "gt 6"-days were only altitude-orreted. These statistial measuresare shown in the bar plots on Fig. 5.27 on p. 73.The largest errors in all three statistial quantities and data soures were found at Ulrihen. Atthe other three stations (Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt) the errors were smaller. While at UlrihenRMSs ("rep","min dz25") of more than 8 K were observed, the values at the other three stationswere only around 4 K. Even greater relative di�erenes were found in the MBs. At Ulrihen theMBs were larger than 4.5 K, at the other three stations a maximum around 1 K was seen (Piotta),i.e. a relative di�erene of almost 80%. Note that at Robbia and Zermatt even MBs below 0.5 Kwere found. The MAEs of Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt were are below 4 K while the ones atUlrihen exeeded 6 K.Comparison between the di�erent Data SouresWe analysed the statistial quantities depending on the di�erent data soures, i.e. "representa-tive" and "smallest dz all25" gp. The results of this omparison of observed and modelled 2m-temperatures of "gt 6"-days an be seen in Fig. 5.27 on p. 73).For this analysis, the modelled data were only altitude orreted and ontained these days, be-longing to the "gt 6"-lass. The RMSs, MBs, and MAEs are shown for all four stations of thedevelopment group.The di�erenes between the "rep" and "min dz25" gp were not very large, typially smaller than0.5 K. The "rep" gp mostly led to better results, i.e. to smaller errors. Exeptions were found inthe RMS and MAE at Zermatt and in the MB at Piotta and Robbia.In the beginning of this study, we found in general better results (onerning the daily minimumand maximum temperatures, respetively) in ase the "min dz25" gp was used (f. p. 35). Thisonlusion had no validity, regarding the statistial quantities of only these days, belonging to the"gt 6"-lass and inluding all data of the spei� days instead of only the max. and min. temper-atures, respetively.Considering only "gt 6" days, the use of the "representative" gp led to better re-



72 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSsults in the seleted statistial measures (RMS, MB, and MAE). The only exeptionis Zermatt, where redued errors (RMS and MAE) were found in ase of using the"min dz25" gp.The Tables A.1/A.1 and A.5/A.5 (Appendix) present the statistial analyses in detail. Usingthe "min dz25" gp learly led to worse results at Piotta and Robbia, seen in the RMS, MB, andMAE. On the other hand, at the stations of Ulrihen and Zermatt, hoosing the "min dz25" gphad a positive impat on the statistial quantities. The magnitude of the improvements dependedon the station, the lass and the spei� statistial quantity.Comparison between the di�erent Mean Diurnal CylesInstead of using the individual daily yle ("Individual") of a ertain station (observed typial dailyyle of the di�erenes model-obs (f. p.70, step 2) of a spei� lass at a ertain loation), wetested as well a mean diurnal yle of all four stations of the development group (Piotta, Robbia,Ulrihen, and Zermatt), "Mean all 4".In Fig. 5.28 on p. 75, the impats of using these di�erent mean daily yles are presented.Again, the data of days, belonging to the "gt 6"-lass are shown.All three statistial quantities showed at eah station and both data soures an improvement inase the individual daily yle was used for the orretion. The di�erenes between the "Mean all4" and "Individual" orretions (f. the remarks below the �gure) were more pronouned at Piottathan at the other three stations, onsidering the RMS and MAE. Generally, the Mean Bias (MB)was at all four stations most inuened (i.e. improved) by the two di�erent approahes (omparedwith the RMS and MAE). The redution of the MBs reahed values between 1.3-3.0 K. The dif-ferenes found in the RMSs were smaller than 1.5 K, and in the MAEs maximal di�erenes werearound 1.4 K.In Table 5.5 on p. 74 the statistial results for the "gt 6"-days depending on the di�erent typesof orretions are shown.At Ulrihen, no matter whih orretion was applied ("Individual", "Mean all 4"), the resultsimproved ompared to the ones in ase of the modelled data were only altitude-orreted. On theother hand, the mean results of Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt showed a worsening in ase of themean diurnal yle of all four stations of the development group ("Mean all4") was used to orret
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Figure 5.27: Statistial measures for the omparison between modelled and observed 2m-temperatures at the indiated stations. The modelled data was orreted by means of altitude.Di�erent data soures ("rep", "min dz25") are distinguished by olour as indiated. Only the dataof days belonging to the "gt 6"-lass were used.



74 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSTable 5.5: The statistial results depending on the di�erent kinds of orretion-types (f. p. 72)are presented. Due to similar magnitudes of the statistial measures, mean values of the stationsPiotta, Robbia, and Zermatt were built. The results at Ulrihen are presented separately.Note that the shown values are means of both data soures ("rep", "min dz25").The abbreviation "only alt." refers to the results in ase the modelled data were only altitude-orreted. For this analysis, the absolute values of the RMS and MB were taken.Piotta;Robbia; Zermatt Ulrihenonly alt. mean all4 individual only alt. mean all4 individualRMS 4.2 4.4 3.6 8.3 6.5 5.8MB 0.6 2.3 0.3 4.8 3.0 0.6MAE 3.3 3.6 2.9 6.3 5.0 4.9
the model data.As one would expet, the analysis showed better results when the typial observeddaily yle of the spei� station was applied instead of one mean daily yle of allfour stations of the development group.However, this was an important result and would gain more importane whenever a orretionshould be arried out at loations , where no surfae station is installed. Therefore, on suh aplae the observed "typial mean daily yle" is not known and a mean of one or more (neighbour-ing) station(s) would have to be applied.The further analysis of the development group was arried out, using the diurnal yle of the spe-i� station ("Individual").Analysis of the "Individual" orretion of the modelled 2m-temperaturesWe present the impats, in ase the modelled temperatures were only orreted by means of anobserved diurnal yle (f. p. 70).Fig. 5.29 on p. 81 shows the statistial measures after the modelled 2m-temperatures were or-reted with the individual observed daily yles, i.e. data labelled with "Rep no spread" and "Dz25no spread".Considering the di�erent data soures ("rep"$"min dz25"), the results were not uniform for allfour stations. The RMS and MAE did not hange muh or beame slightly worse at Piotta, Robbia,and Ulrihen, when the "min dz25" gp was used ompared with the "rep" gp (maximal +0.4 K at
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Figure 5.28: The statistial measures for di�erent types of diurnal yles used for the orretions."Mean all 4": The mean daily yle of all four stations of the development group was used."Individual": The daily yle of the spei� station was applied."rep" gp: the bars in red and orange, "min dz25" gp : the bars in blue.The presented data (bar plots) only ontained days, belonging to the "greater than 6"-lass.



76 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSRobbia). Only at Zermatt an improvement of the RMS (-0.5 K) and of the MAE (-0.3 K) ould beseen in ase the "min dz25" gp was used. The MB on the other hand got slightly better at Piotta(� -0.1 K) and Robbia (� -0.3 K), and showed a worsening at Ulrihen (� +0.6 K) and Zermatt(� +0. 4K). Note that the worsenings (positive values) at Ulrihen and Zermatt were larger thanthe improvements at Piotta and Robbia.We an state that no great di�erenes in these three statistial quantities ould befound between the two data soures on "gt 6"-days (absolute di�erenes < 0.6 K).Analysis and Impats of the Spreading ProedureWe remember, that the day-to-day variability of the model's diurnal yles was, ompared to thoseof the observation, very small, i.e. in Fig. 5.14 on p. 53 we found a quite narrow band ontainingall diurnal yles of the modelled values of the spei� lass. Therefore, we arried out a kind ofdata spreading to take into aount these di�erenes in the data distribution (f. Methods, p. 32).First of all, we analysed the deviations, built by subtrating the mean model temperature (of alldays of this lass at 00 UTC) from the daily model's initial temperature (at 00 UTC) and the sameof the observation, respetively. We observed orrelations of the model's deviations and the onesof the observations. Table 5.6 on p. 79 presents the orrelation oeÆients, of the two sets of dailydeviations.These orrelation oeÆients, showing values between 0.70-0.89 at the "rep" and 0.58-0.90 at the"min dz25" gp, indiated a onnetion between low (high) initial (00 UTC) temperatures of themodel and low (high) initial temperatures reorded at the observations. Therefore, a spreadingproedure as desribed in Methods on p. 32 was developed.This "spreading" was performed within 5 steps:1. The mean temperature and the standard deviation of the 00-UTC temperatures of all daysbelonging to a spei� lass were alulated. This was performed for the model data and theobservations separately.2. For eah day, the deviations between the 00-UTC temperatures and the mean temperatureof all days belonging to the spei� lass were omputed. Note that these deviations wereused to alulate the orrelation oeÆients shown in Table 5.6.3. The standard deviation of the observed values was divided by the one of the modelled datain order to de�ne a ratio.



5.8. APPLYING THE CORRECTIONS 774. This ratio, multiplied with the daily deviation between initial temperature (00-UTC) andthe mean of all initial temperatures of this lass led to an o�set.5. This o�set, found in step 4, was added to tall (24) 2m-temperatures of the spei� day.Table 5.7 shows the orrelation oeÆients between the observed and modelled data for eahlass without and with applied spreading proedure, respetively. We found, that this spreadingdid not have a positive impat in general but rather depended on the individual station and lass.Overall it was seen, that this method led to worse results in the "lower than 2" and"2-6" lass while the same spreading improved the results in the "greater than 6"lass.Espeially in the ase of "lt 2"-lass, the spreading proedure led to even worse results than the"raw", only altitude orreted data.Fig. 5.29 on p. 81 presents the inuenes (i.e. statistial quantities: RMS, MB, and MAE) ofthe spreading proedure for the "greater than 6"-lass. On these bar plots, the modelled datawas modi�ed with a diurnal yle and where indiated with the spreading proedure (no need tosay that the altitude-orretion was always performed). Keep in mind that we deided for furtheranalyses of the development group to use the "Individual" diurnal yle (f. p. 74).At Piotta and Robbia, the spreading did not have a strong impat RMS and MAE (< � 0,2 K)while the impat at Zermatt depended on the data soure. At the "rep" gp an improvement(� -0.4 K) ould be reorded, at the "min dz25" gp a worsening (� +0.2 K) was observed.At Ulrihen, the spreading proedure led to better RMSs and MAEs ("rep": � -0.8 K, "min dz25":� -0.5 K).Note that the spreading proedure did not have any inuene on the Mean Bias (MB).The largest impats and improvements ourred at Ulrihen while only little inu-enes of the spreading proedure were found at Piotta and Robbia.In Fig. 5.30 on p. 82 the hanges in the absolute values of the statistial quantities before andafter the modi�ation are shown. The di�erenes were built by subtrating the absolute value ofthe statistial quantity (RMS, MB, and MAE) before the modi�ation (only the altitude orre-tion was performed) from the one after the modi�ation. This modi�ation inluded a orretionthrough the "Individual"- daily yle and where indiated, the spreading proedure was performed.Though, positive values refer to a worsening, negative ones to an improvement through the ap-



78 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSplied orretions. The larger a "negative bar", the more e�etive the orretion in this ase. Thisenabled us to �gure out the e�etivity of the orretion at a spei� station and data soure for"gt 6"-days.For eah station, the results are presented for both data soures, one with the spreading proedureand one without it (as indiated in the legend on Fig. 5.30). We saw a variable impat of thespreading proedure, depending on the station and data soure.The strongest impats of the applied orretion were observed at Ulrihen, no matter whih datasoure or whether the spreading proedure was performed or not. At this station the spreading ledto an improvement of the RMS and MAE at both data soures, but was more pronouned at the"rep" gp. At Ulrihen at the "rep" gp, the RMS and MAE improved another � 0.75 K when thespreading was performed while at the "min dz25" gp the additional improvement was only around0.45 K.At Piotta and Robbia only marginal absolute di�erenes were seen between the two di�erent ap-proahes (with/without spreading), i.e. RMS: < � 0.2 K, MAE: < � 0.1 K. At Zermatt at the"rep" gp, the spreading proedure exhibited a positive inuene on the RMS and MAE (� -0.4 K),but not at the "min dz25" gp (� +0.2 K).To summarise, for these statistial measures the additional improvement through ap-plying the spreading proedure was generally small ompared with the impat of theorretion through the "Individual" diurnal yle.The strongest positive impats of the spreading were found at Ulrihen, only marginalimpats were observed at Piotta and Robbia.The Tables A.1-A.8 (p. 124 et seq.) show the statistial analyses in more details, also for theother two lasses ("lt 2" and "gt 6").The impats of the "Spreading Proedure" on Diurnal Cyles and Satter Plots atUlrihenIn the Figures 5.31 and 5.32 on p. 84/85 the typial daily yles of Ulrihen (lass: "greater than6") without and with the spreading proedure an be seen, respetively. On the upper panel thedi�erent daily yles are shown.In Fig. 5.31 the altitude orreted modelled 2m-temperatures without any diurnal yles and themodi�ed model data, orreted with the "Individual" di�erenes (model$observation) are shown.All these daily yles were situated losely together in a narrow band. This struture was suess-fully spread out in ase the spreading proedure was performed, as seen in Fig. 5.32.
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Table 5.6: Correlation oeÆients of the model's deviations (f. 5.8) and the observations. Forfurther remarks we refer to the text on p. 76.lower than 2 Representative Smallest dz all25Station Corr. n Corr. nPiotta 0.766 23 0.860 25Robbia 0.893 22 0.806 17Ulrihen 0.701 23 0.851 29Zermatt 0.747 21 0.919 11

2 - 6 Representative Smallest dz all25Station Corr. n Corr. nPiotta 0.887 29 0.845 26Robbia 0.865 51 0.907 19Ulrihen 0.795 41 0.705 45Zermatt 0.893 33 0.872 19
greater than 6 Representative Smallest dz all25Station Corr. n Corr. nPiotta 0.779 73 0.666 63Robbia 0.734 74 0.583 45Ulrihen 0.755 94 0.768 83Zermatt 0.857 99 0.743 77



80 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSTable 5.7: The orrelation oeÆients of the orreted modelled data (for eah lass) and theobserved data are shown. Note, that only these data points were taken into aount, whih wereatually orreted, i.e. days representing the spei� lass.In bold letters, where an improvement through the spreading resulted.In itali letters, when the spreading led to even worse results than in ase of only the altitudeorretion was performed.The abbreviation "only alt." refers to these results in ase of the modelled data was only altitudeorreted.lower than 2 Representative Smallest dz all25Station only alt. no spread with spread only alt. no spread with spreadPiotta 0.825 0.833 0.822 0.844 0.849 0.854Robbia 0.914 0.917 0.909 0.787 0.785 0.777Ulrihen 0.776 0.805 0.760 0.849 0.858 0.822Zermatt 0.817 0.825 0.830 0.842 0.860 0.834
2-6 Representative Smallest dz all25Station only alt. no spread with spread only alt. no spread with spreadPiotta 0.901 0.905 0.905 0.827 0.833 0.824Robbia 0.853 0.890 0.874 0.893 0.905 0.900Ulrihen 0.832 0.853 0.839 0.750 0.779 0.762Zermatt 0.911 0.922 0.924 0.872 0.878 0.862
greater than 6 Representative Smallest dz all25Station only alt. no spread with spread only alt. no spread with spreadPiotta 0.670 0.693 0.776 0.726 0.698 0.710Robbia 0.654 0.782 0.811 0.630 0.708 0.722Ulrihen 0.683 0.686 0.803 0.644 0.679 0.783Zermatt 0.775 0.834 0.879 0.584 0.740 0.754
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Figure 5.29: The impats of the spreading proedure. The three di�erent statistial quanti-ties (RMS, MB, and MAE) are shown for eah station, data soure and the two approahes(with/without spreading).
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Figure 5.30: The impats of the spreading proedure. The hanges in the "absolute values" of thedi�erent statistial quantities are shown.(example: �RMS = jRMSmodif:j � jRMSonly alt:j, the subsript only alt. refers to only altitudeorreted modelled data and modif. to the modi�ated model data (orretion with diurnal yleand where indiated with the spreading proedure)).Negative values indiate an improvement through the modi�ations ompared with the only al-titude orreted data. "rep" gp: the bars in red and orange, "min dz25" gp: the bars in blueolours.



5.8. APPLYING THE CORRECTIONS 83On the other hand, although the ranges of the two datasets mathed muh better after applyingthe spreading proedure, the deviations between the two datasets (shown in the lower panels) didnot learly beome smaller in Fig. 5.32. The reason for this behaviour were wrongly determinedinitial temperatures (00-UTC values) by adding the o�set desribed on p. 77.In the Figures 5.33 and 5.34 on p. 86/87, the satter plots for Ulrihen (lass: "greater than6") are presented.These Figures show the hourly 2m-temperatures of days belonging to the "greater than 6"-lass.Fig. 5.33 shows in the upper panel the unmodi�ed (only altitude orreted) modelled tempera-tures, while in the lower panel the model data was orreted with the mean observed deviations(model$observation).In Fig. 5.34 the same is shown, but this time the modelled 2m-temperatures in the lower panelwere additionally modi�ed with the spreading proedure.We want to point out the rotation of the whole data loud toward the 45°-line. Thisrotation was more pronouned in ase the spreading proedure was performed. Wethink this is of importane beause the orrelation oeÆient is a measurement for the similarityof the behaviour of two datasets, but a slope lose to "1" on the other hand told us, that our or-retion of the modelled temperatures had e�etively a positive impat in onforming the modelledvalues to the observed ones.On the other side, the drawbak of this proedure was a broader distribution of the data points,i.e. the loud of data points beame di�user.
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Figure 5.31: Daily yles of Ulrihen, main lass: "greater than 6", without spreading proedure.Yellow: altitude orreted model data without any further modi�ations.Blue: fully orreted model data (i.e. the mean daily yle of this lass is added to the altitudeorreted model data).Red: observed values of the surfae station.Lower panel: the di�erenes between modelled and observed data (model - obs.).Without spreading
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Figure 5.32: Daily yles of Ulrihen, main lass: "greater than 6", with spreading. Additionallyto the modi�ation with a mean diurnal yle, the spreading proedure was applied. For furtherremarks we refer to Fig. 5.31.With spreading
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Figure 5.33: Comparison between modelled and observed 2m-temperatures at Ulrihen on "greaterthan 6"-days.Here, only the data of these days are shown, whih atually belong to the spei� lass.Upper panel: only the altitude orreted model data.Lower panel: modi�ed model data, i.e. the mean deviations (model-observation) of the "greaterthan 6"-lass were added.No Spreading
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Figure 5.34: Comparison between modelled and observed 2m-temperatures at Ulrihen on "greaterthan 6"-days.This time, the model data shown in the lower panel was additionally orreted by applying thespreading proedure.For further remarks we refer to Fig. 5.33. With Spreading



88 CHAPTER 5. RESULTS5.9 Test on an Independent DatasetIn this setion, the impat of the suggested orretions on the stations of the ontrol group (Com-provaso, Engelberg, Samedan, and Suol) are presented. In the ourse of this �nal analysisexpliitly no piee of information from the spei� observations at these loations was inorpo-rated in orreting the modelled data.Moreover, the inuene of the previously introdued spreading proedure is shown. Further, wepresent the results of using di�erent mean daily yles for the orretion of the modelled data. Theaim of arrying out this �nal analysis using di�erent types of diurnal-yles was to determine thesensitivity of the statistial quantities (RMS, MB, and MAE) to varying soures of mean diurnalyles (f. Methods, p. 33 and Table 4.2).Beause we avoided the use of observational data in the orretion proedure of the spei� station(ontrol group) we used data, i.e. diurnal yles of the development group in order to orret themodelled 2m-temperatures. Beside a mean daily yle of all four stations (Piotta, Robbia, Ulrihen,and Zermatt) we alulated mean values of Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt ("Mean PioRobZer"-yle). This ombination seemed to be appropriate regarding Figures 5.16-5.18 on p. 55-57. There(espeially at the "gt 6"-lass) we found on the lower panel, that Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt pos-sessed rather similar diurnal yles of the di�erenes (model-observation), used in the orretionproedure while Ulrihen behaved di�erently.Impats of the di�erent Diurnal Cyles and the Spreading ProedureThe following omments desribe the impat of spreading proedure and determine whih of thedi�erent daily yles (used for the orretion) was most appropriate for the spei� station. Formore detailed information we refer to the Tables B.1-B.4 on p. 133 et seq. (Appendix). Note, thistime the full-year dataset was used to derive the RMS, MB, and MAE and not only these days,belonging to a spei� lass. While the impats (positive, negative) of the applied orretions wereof ourse not a�eted by this larger dataset, the results were less pronouned (see below) due toinorporating days when no orretion at all took plae.



5.9. TEST ON AN INDEPENDENT DATASET 89Evaluation of the di�erent Diurnal CylesFor eah station the most appropriate type of diurnal yle was found in the Tables B.1-B.4(Appendix).Comprovaso: At both data soures ("rep", "min dz25") the Mean PioRobZer diurnal yle wasthe most appropriate one and led to better statistial quantities than in ase of only the altitudeorretion was performed.Engelberg: While at the "rep" gp the Mean all4 daily yle led to the most positive results, atthe "min dz25" gp the Mean PioRobZer diurnal yle was learly most appropriate. Note that theapplied orretions led generally to worse results than in ase of only an altitude orretion of themodel data.Samedan: While at the "rep" gp the Mean all4 daily yle led to positive results, the typialdiurnal yle of Ulrihen (Ulr) was learly most appropriate at the "min dz25" gp. On both datasoures an improvement of the statistial values through the applied orretion ould be found.Suol: On both data soures, the Mean all4 gp led to the most positive results.Comments on the �gures, showing the RMS, MB, and MAE, using di�erent diurnalyles for the orretionsIn the Figs. 5.35-5.37, the statistial quantities (RMS, MB, and MAE) for eah station, datasoure, and orretion proedure (with/without spreading) at "greater than 6"-days are shown.The di�erenes between the Figures (5.35-5.37) are the kinds of diurnal-yles that were used toorret the modelled 2m-temperatures (f. Methods, Table 4.2 on p. 34). The three �gures showrather similar results, although they are not equal in their magnitudes.Data SouresNo matter whih diurnal yle was applied to orret the modelled 2m-temperatures (Mean all4,Mean PioRobZer or Ulr), at Engelberg, Samedan, and Suol the use of the "min dz25" gp led tobetter RMSs and MAEs. The RMSs improved up to 1.1 K, (Samedan, "Ulr") and the MAEs upto 0.9 K (Samedan, "Ulr").The impats on the MBs were not lear but in ase the diurnal yle of "Ulr" was hosen to orretthe model data, better MBs were found at these three stations at the "'min dz25" gp.At Comprovaso, the di�erenes were generally smaller and indiated a worsening in ase of the"min dz25" gp was used. The RMS inreased maximal +0.46 K (Mean PioRobZer), and the MAE+0.28 K (both values beame worse).



90 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSThe magnitudes of the di�erenes depended on the station and the type of diurnal yle used forthe orretion.To summarise, on three out of four stations of the ontrol group, the hosen statistialmeasures indiated an improvement in ase the "min dz25" gp was hosen as datasoure.Spreading ProedureAt Samedan, the spreading had a positive impat and let the RMS derease by maximally -0.67 K("Ulr") and the MAE by maximally -0.32 K ("Ulr"). The positive impats at this station weremore pronouned at the "rep" gp.At Comprovaso and Suol, the spreading proedure had a negative impat, no matter whih datasoure and type of diurnal yle was applied for the orretion (Mean all4, Mean PioRobZer, Ulr).The RMSs inreased by maximal +0.36 K (Suol, Mean all4), the MAEs by maximal +0.33 K(Suol, Mean PioRobZer).At Engelberg, the spreading proedure had no strong inuene. The only marginal hanges werein the order of �0.05 K (RMS) and �0.07 K (MAE). Note, that the spreading proedure had noimpat on the Mean Bias (MBs).To summarise, the spreading proedure was not in general suessful in improving thehosen statistial measures at the four stations of the ontrol group. We an state,that this approah, whih was more promising at the development group had not thesame positive impat when transfered to other loations.Comments on the �gures, showing the hanges in the statistial quantities, in ase ofapplying di�erent types of diurnal yles for the orretionsThe Figures 5.38-5.40 present the e�etivity of the di�erent orretions at all four stations, datasoures and types of diurnal yles hosen for the modi�ation of the modelled 2m-temperatures.On these �gures, the hange of the three statistial quantities between only altitude orreted andthe additionally modi�ed data an be seen. The absolute hanges were alulated by subtratingthe absolute errors of the altitude orreted data from the ones of the modi�ed data (added diurnalyle and spreading, respetively). Note that positive values indiate a worsening, negative onesan improvement of the statistial quantity through the applied orretions. Though, the largera "negative" bar, the greater the positive impat of the orretion on the onsidered statistialquantity.
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Figure 5.35: The statistial quantities (RMS, MB, and MAE) at all four stations of the on-trol group. The model data was orreted with a mean diurnal yle of all four stations of thedevelopment group ("Mean all 4").
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Figure 5.36: The statistial quantities (RMS, MB, and MAE) at all four stations of the ontrolgroup. The model data was orreted with a mean diurnal yle of Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt("Mean PioRobZer").
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Figure 5.37: The absolute errors of all three statistial quantities (RMS, MB, and MAE) at allfour stations of the ontrol group. The model data was orreted with the typial diurnal yle ofUlrihen ("Ulr").



94 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSAt Samedan, the impats of the orretion on the RMSs and MAEs were positive, no matterwhih diurnal yle was hosen to orret the model data. Most e�etive was the orretion in asethe typial daily yle of Ulrihen ("Ulr") was used. Note that Ulrihen and Samedan were alreadya pair in Table 3.1 on p. 16 (Data). Redutions of the RMS > 1 K and of the MAE > 0.5 K werereahed ompared with the impats in ase the model data was only altitude-orreted.At the other three stations (Comprovaso, Engelberg, and Suol) the "Ulr" diurnal yle was notappropriate and led to a general worsening of the RMSs, MBs, and MAEs. At Comprovaso andSuol, the results were ambiguous. We found, that the "Mean PioRobZer" daily yle was mostappropriate, i.e. led to the smallest worsenings. The impats were generally small (<� 0.3 K).At Engelberg, no matter whih type of diurnal yle was hosen, the applied orretions had nega-tive impats on the seleted statistial measures. These negative inuenes were most pronounedin ase of the "Ulr" daily yle was used. Applying the other two diurnal yles (Mean all4,Mean PioRobZer), only marginal hanges (generally worsenings) smaller than 0.1 K were found.In summary, for one station (Samedan), an appropriate diurnal yle ("Ulr") ould beassigned, whih led to improved statistial quantities. At the other three stations, noappropriate daily yle in order to orret the modelled 2m-temperatures was found.The results were ambiguous and not satisfying.We an state, it is diÆult to assign an appropriate diurnal yle for the orretionof the modelled data to a ertain loation. This approah only led at one station outof four to learly improved results.Impat of the Spreading Proedure at Suol and SamedanThe Figures 5.41 and 5.42 on p. 99/100 present the results of this analysis at Suol.In both �gures, a mean daily yle of all four stations of the development group (Piotta, Robbia,Ulrihen, and Zermatt) was used to orret the modelled data, i.e. "Mean all4". In Fig. 5.41,no spreading proedure was applied, though only the mean daily yle was added to the altitudeorreted modelled data. In Fig. 5.42, additionally to the modi�ation through the mean dailyyle, the spreading proedure was performed.The Figures 5.43 and 5.44 on p. 101/102 present the same kind of results as desribed above butfor Samedan. This time the typial daily yle of Ulrihen ("Ulr") was used for the orretion ofthe modelled data.
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Figure 5.38: The di�erenes in the absolute values of all three statistial quantities (RMS, MB,and MAE), before and after the applied modi�ations(example: �RMS = jRMSmodif:j � jRMSonly alt:j, the subsript only alt. refers to only altitudeorreted modelled data and modif. to the modi�ated model data (orretion with diurnal yleand where indiated with the spreading proedure)).Negative values indiate an improvement through the modi�ations ompared with the only al-titude orreted data. Note the model data was modi�ed with a mean diurnal yle of all fourstations of the development group.Mean all 4
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Figure 5.39: The di�erenes in the absolute values of all three statistial quantities (RMS, MB,and MAE), before and after the applied modi�ations (f. example in the remarks on Fig. 5.38).Negative values indiate an improvement through the modi�ations ompared with the only al-titude orreted data. Note, the model data was orreted with a mean diurnal yle of Piotta,Robbia, and Zermatt.Mean PioRobZer
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Figure 5.40: The hanges in the absolute values of all three statistial quantities (RMS, MB, andMAE), before and after the applied modi�ations (f. example in the remarks on Fig. 5.38).Negative values indiate an improvement through the modi�ations ompared with the only alti-tude orreted data.Note, the model data was orreted with the typial daily yle of Ulrihen.Ulr



98 CHAPTER 5. RESULTSFor an overall estimation of the impat of the spreading proedure (quantitative) on eah of thefour stations of the ontrol group we refer to the Tables B.1-B.4 on p. 133-136 (Appendix) with thestatistial values of both approahes, i.e. with and without the spreading proedure, respetively.Correlation CoeÆients and the Rotation of the Data CloudsIn Table 5.8 the orrelation oeÆients of the four stations of the ontrol group are shown. Forthe stations of Comprovaso, Engelberg, and Suol the results are shown in ase of using the the"Mean all4" daily yle in order to orret the model data. At Samedan the most appropriatedaily yle for the orretion was the one at Ulrihen ("Ulr"). Therefore, the results are presentedin ase the "Ulr" diurnal yle was hosen for the orretion at this station.We found higher orrelation oeÆients at Samedan and Suol in ase of the model data wasmodi�ed through a mean diurnal yle and where indiated by using the spreading proedure.At Engelberg the impats of the orretion were marginal (espeially at the min dz25" gp). AtComprovaso the spreading proedure was not suessful at the "rep" gp.The rotation of the data loud towards the 1:1-line, desribed on p. 83 ould also be seen at allfour stations of the ontrol group (f. Table 5.9). At Engelberg, Samedan and Suol, the spreadingproedure supported this rotation towards the 1:1-line. Only at Comprovaso this transformationwas too strong and the slope beame steeper then 45°.
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Figure 5.41: The full-year dataset (2m-temperatures) of Suol.The points in red, yellow, and blue indiate the data of the three di�erent lasses (f. legend).While in the lower panel the data of the three lasses were orreted (diurnal yle and whereindiated with the spreading proedure), the data points in the upper panel show where theoriginal data (only altitude orreted) was situated.Upper panel: only the altitude orretion of the model dataLower panel: model data of the three di�erent lasses were modi�ed with a mean diurnal yle ofall four stations of the development group ("Mean all 4").No Spreading
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Figure 5.42: The full-year dataset (2m-temperatures) of Suol.The mean diurnal yle and the spreading proedure were used for the orretion of the modeldata (lower panel).For further remarks we refer to Fig. 5.41.With Spreading
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Figure 5.43: The full-year dataset (2m-temperatures) of Samedan.The points in red, yellow, and blue indiate the data of the three di�erent lasses (f. legend).While in the lower panel the data of the three lasses were orreted (diurnal yle and whereindiated with the spreading proedure), the data points in the upper panel show where theoriginal data (only altitude orreted) was situated.Upper panel: only the altitude orretion of the model dataLower panel: model data of the three di�erent lasses were modi�ed with the typial diurnal yleof Ulrihen ("Ulr")No Spreading
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Figure 5.44: The full-year dataset (2m-temperatures) of Samedan.The mean diurnal yle and the spreading proedure were used for the orretion of the modeldata (lower panel).For further remarks we refer to Fig. 5.43.With Spreading



5.9. TEST ON AN INDEPENDENT DATASET 103Table 5.8: The orrelation oeÆients of the orreted modelled data (for eah station of the ontrolgroup) and the observed data are shown. Note that the full-year datasets were used for alulatingthe oeÆients and not only these days that were atually orreted and therefore belonged to oneof the three lasses (lt 2, gt 6, and 2-6).The modelled data of Comprovaso, Engelberg, and Suol were orreted using the "Mean all4"diurnal yle, the data of Samedan by using the "Ulr" daily yle.In bold letters, where an improvement through the spreading resulted.In itali letters, when the spreading led to even worse results than in ase only the altitudeorretion was performed.The abbreviation "only alt." refers to the results in ase of the modelled data was only altitudeorreted. Representative Smallest dz all25Station only alt. no spread with spread only alt. no spread with spreadComprovaso 0.919 0.925 0.913 0.919 0.925 0.920Engelberg 0.915 0.915 0.921 0.944 0.943 0.944Samedan 0.814 0.860 0.886 0.863 0.907 0.912Suol 0.827 0.852 0.841 0.874 0.895 0.879
Table 5.9: The slopes of the linear regressions (modelled data$observed data) are shown. Note,that the full-year datasets were used for alulating the regression and not only these days thatwere atually orreted and therefore belonged to one of the three lasses (lt 2, gt 6, and 2-6).The modelled data of Comprovaso, Engelberg, and Suol were orreted using the "Mean all4"diurnal yle, the data of Samedan by using the "Ulr" daily yle.In bold letters, when the "additional" rotation through the spreading led to slopes loser to "1".In itali letters, when the "additional" rotation through the spreading led to slopes more distantto "1" than in ase only the altitude orretion was performed.The abbreviation "only alt." refers to the results in ase of the modelled data was only altitudeorreted. Representative Smallest dz all25Station only alt. no spread with spread only alt. no spread with spreadComprovaso 0.939 0.987 1.046 0.939 1.018 1.081Engelberg 0.805 0.834 0.909 0.851 0.870 0.916Samedan 0.552 0.716 0.817 0.626 0.817 0.896Suol 0.637 0.700 0.780 0.722 0.805 0.867



104 CHAPTER 5. RESULTS5.10 Analysis of the Dataset 2004Beause of the programming mistake during the analysed time period 2002/03 (f. Introdution,p. 3), the output �elds of the near-surfae temperatures, espeially during the winter were notrepresentative for other years. Therefore, we deided to analyse another year of data, namely from1 January to 31 Deember 2004. Due to time onstraints, only a "redued" analysis ould beperformed.The Table 5.10 on p. 105 presents the orrelation oeÆients of the modelled and observed 2m-temperatures. Note that the temperature data of the model was orreted regarding the di�erenein altitude between surfae station and model grid point (limatologial gradient).We found at eah station of the development group, no matter whih grid point was hosen asdata soure a better orrespondene between modelled and observed values in 2004 than duringthe time period 2002/03.In Figures 5.45 and 5.46 on p. 106/107, the full-year temperature data at Ulrihen and Robbiaof 2002/03 and 2004, respetively, are shown. At none of the four stations of the developmentgroup suh striking horizontal strutures at the "old end", previously referred to as "tail"-region,ould be found.At Ulrihen, at both data soures, still a slightly positive urvature was seen in this part of thedataset, where the observed temperatures lay below 0� (f. Fig. 5.45 on p. 106).Our onlusion of the missing tail-strutures in winter 2002/03 was that the program-ming mistake was suessfully removed after the winter 02/03.Although not as muh pronouned as during the time period 2002/03, in 2004 were still hori-zontally shaped data louds ("nose"-regions) at the "warm end" visible. These data lusters werefound at eah station of the development group with di�ering distintiveness.We analysed the number of days found in the "Nose"-regions of all four stations and both datasoures. The results are shown in Table 5.11 on p. 110. Note, that the threshold-temperatures,de�ning the "Nose"-regions, were manually determined.The number of days, belonging to the "nose"-region tended to be smaller during thetime period of 2004.



5.10. ANALYSIS OF THE DATASET 2004 105Table 5.10: A omparison of the orrelation oeÆients of modelled and observed 2m-temperaturesduring 2002/03 and 2004. Note, the modelled data was altitude-orreted.Representative Smallest dz all252002/03 2004 2002/03 2004Piotta 0.912 0.948 0.923 0.948Robbia 0.858 0.916 0.912 0.920Ulrihen 0.855 0.923 0.855 0.921Zermatt 0.894 0.924 0.905 0.926
We were interested how the diurnal yles of suh "Nose"-days look like. Some examples arepresented in the Figures 5.47 and 5.48 on p. 108/109. During these days, we found almost onstantmodelled temperatures between � 9-16 UTC. Obviously, the warming proess before noon, due tosolar insolation was abruptly stopped as soon as a ertain temperature was reahed. Performingsuh a omparison between modelled and observed temperatures onsidering raw model data, i.e.without an altitude orretion, we found that this stop of a further warming and therefore a sup-pressed ontinuous daily yle ourred at temperatures around 0�. At the same time, the snowwater ontent started to derease. This phenomena is shown in Fig. 5.49 on p. 110, where thesituation an be seen at Ulrihen on a day in May 2004 at the "representative" gp.To summarise, these strutures our mostly during a time period between April and May 2004.As soon as the temperature in the model beame positive, the snow melting began and no furtherinrease of the 2m-temperature was possible.Despite of the orretion of the programming bug, suppressing a diurnalyle in the near-surfae temperatures during periods where the soil wasovered with snow in the winter 2002/03, still wrong estimations of themodel leading to too weak daily yles in the 2m-temperatures ould befound in 2004. The reasons, seasons, and the temperature-"regions" wheresuh a pattern was found in 2004 were di�erent than during the winter2002/03.



106 CHAPTER 5. RESULTS

Figure 5.45: The two full-year datasets (2m-temperatures) of Ulrihen in 2002/03 (upper) and2004 (lower panel), respetively.
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Figure 5.46: The two full-year datasets (2m-temperatures) of Robbia in 2002/03 (upper) and 2004(lower panel), respetively.
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Figure 5.47: The diurnal yles (2m-temperatures) of four days in the "Nose"-region at Zermattin 2004.Red: observed temperatures, blue: altitude orreted modelled values.
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Figure 5.48: The diurnal yles (2m-temperatures) of four days in the "Nose"-region at Ulrihenin 2004.Red: observed temperatures, blue:altitude orreted modelled values.



110 CHAPTER 5. RESULTS
Table 5.11: A omparison of the number of days found in the "Nose"-regions in the full-yeardatasets of 2002/03 and 2004. For more information about the identi�ation of "Nose"-days werefer to p. 30 (Methods) and to p. 40 (Results).Bold, where a smaller number was found in 2004 than during the time period 2002/03.Representative Smallest dz all252002/03 2004 2002/03 2004Piotta 17 18 32 10Robbia 22 13 17 16Ulrihen 13 8 18 13Zermatt 13 7 24 24

Figure 5.49: 2m-temperatures (red) and the snow water ontent, w snow (blue) at Ulrihen (17May 2004). Note that 1 mm snow water ontent is equivalent to a thikness of the snow layer ofapproximately 10 mm. This example shows the raw modelled temperature (without any altitudeorretion) at the "representative" gp.



Chapter 6
Conlusions and Outlook
ConlusionsIn this study temperatures on the 2m-level generated by the operational NWP-modelat MeteoSwiss were ompared with observations taken by the automati measurementnet of Switzerland. Stations in partiularly omplex topography were hosen.The major interest of this diploma thesis was to �nd a relation between the model-output ata ertain grid point and the measurements taken at a neighbouring surfae station. Therefore,the performane of the model during spei� days, when large deviations between the modelledand observed temperatures ourred was analysed. An important part of this work was the de-velopment of a orretion algorithm, modifying the modelled data on suh ritial days. In thebeginning of this study we built two groups, eah one ontaining four surfae stations. While thedata of the stations of the �rst group were used for developing the di�erent algorithms, riteria,and threshold-values, these were �nally tested on the stations of the seond (ontrol-) group (in-dependent dataset).In 2002/03 a bug in the model led to erroneous estimates of the 2m-temperature in ase thesurfae was snow-overed.Unfortunately, due to a ommuniation error, the period for the data analysis was seleted in suha way that this bug was still ative. Therefore, the results as presented here are hene to be takenas a 'priniple study' and the spei� results are not representative for other years, where thisprogramming error was not 'ative'.
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112 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKWe found great deviations between the modelled and observed 2m-temperatures during win-tertime 2002/03 whih had their soure in the previously mentioned model bug. These di�ereneswere mainly aused by a missing diurnal yle in the modelled temperatures, while at the sametime the surfae stations reorded muh stronger daily variations. These days in question mostoften ourred during a period of time between November until Marh. That orresponded wellwith the programming mistake in the model's operational soure ode in parameterising the surfaetemperatures (temperatures at the boundary between the surfae and the atmosphere) wheneverthe surfae was snow-overed (f. Appendix, p. 137).To avoid suh erroneous estimations of the model, we established a set of riteria that was ableto identify most ritial days in advane only using the output variables of the model withoutonsidering the atual measurements at the surfae station.Adding an observed mean diurnal yle to the model data on suh days, we were ableto improve in most ases the orrespondene between modelled and observed data.At Ulrihen, we found large errors in the statistial measures on days identi�ed as most problemati("gt 6"-lass), i.e. a RMS � 8.3 K, a MB � -4.6 K, and an MAE of around 6.3 K. In the ourseof this analysis we were able to improve the RMS and MAE by more than 2,5 K, the MB even by4 K.At the other three stations of the development group (Piotta, Robbia, and Zermatt) the initiallyfound errors were smaller, i.e. RMS: 3.6-4.8 K, MB: 0.2-1.2 K, and MAE : 2.8-3.7 K. TheseRMSs and MAEs were redued by � 0.5 K. Only small improvements were reahed in the MBs.We analysed the impat of hoosing di�erent grid points (gp) in the omparison with the ob-served data. For this purpose the di�erenes between the modelled and observed daily minimumand maximum temperature, respetively, were onsidered. Most ommon for the veri�ation pro-edures at MeteoSwiss is the so-alled "representative" gp, whih is usually the (horizontally)nearest one to the station. However, in ase of a di�erene in altitude between gp and stationexeeding 100 m, the gp of the nearest four with the least di�erene in altitude is believed to bethe representative one.This analysis revealed, that beside the ommonly used "representative" gp, the oneof the nearest 25 gps to a station showing the least di�erene in altitude ("min dz25")led to omparable and often better results.Considering the horizontal distane (gp ! station), whih was usually muh larger in ase of the"min dz25" gp (up to 21 km, f. Table 3.1 on p. 16), these results are even more interesting.



113Further, in order to ompare the modelled 2m-temperatures diretly with observed values,taken at a surfae station, the model data was altitude-orreted. We onsidered three di�erentlapse rates: dry- and wet-adiabati, and a variable limatologial gradient (monthly mean values,f. Data, p. 24).At eah station of the development group the orrelation oeÆients between mod-elled and observed values improved, in ase of using the variable limatologial insteadof a onstant gradient (dry, wet).The improvements in ase the variable limatologial gradients instead of a onstant lapse rate (dry-/wet-adiabati) were used, depended on the data soure (representative: "rep" gp, smallest dz all25:"min dz25" gp).At the "rep" gp, the orrelation oeÆients of the four stations of the development group slightlyimproved by � 0.020, the ones at the "min dz25" gp by � 0.006 (f. Table 5.1 on p. 40).Additionally, a spreading proedure was introdued that took the muh broader distributionof the observed diurnal yles, ompared with a narrow band of the modelled daily-yles intoaount.The impat of this approah was ambiguous and must be onsidered for eah stationand grid point separately.



114 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKOutlookBased on the �nding of this study, we suggest the following key aspets for future works:- Performing the same Analysis for another Year of Data: Due to the previously explainedprogramming error (f. Introdution, p. 3 and Appendix, p. 137), the analysed winter 2002/03an not be onsidered as generally representative. Therefore, a similar study to the one athand should be performed for another full year of data, when no programming bug inuenesthe mean temperatures and diurnal yles during the snow season.Suh an analysis will not only reveal that the error in the LM soure ode was e�etivelyorreted, but also enables to onentrate on other interesting patterns (e.g. topographishading), that ould be found at alpine loations.One of these patterns, that should be analysed, is the partiularly too strong noturnalooling in the model espeially pronouned between Deember and February1.- Diurnal Cyles used for the Corretions: In this study, di�erent mean diurnal yles wereused for the orretion of the modelled data. The use of these variously omposed dailyyles led to di�erent results of our analysis. In ase that suh great deviations and missingdiurnal yles an also be found during other winters (without the programming error), webelieve, that this tehnique should be arried on and be applied on a muh larger set of alpinesurfae stations. There are other riteria, as for instane the elevation of the surfae stationsor geographi regions that an be onsidered, in order to gain other types of diurnal yles.- Spreading Proedure: In the ourse of this study we found, that all as problemati identi�ed(gt 6-) days showed modelled diurnal yles, that were not only almost onstant, but alsosituated inside a very narrow bandwidth. The observed data, on the other hand, presented amuh broader distribution of the reorded daily yles. These results led us to the appliationof the spreading proedure.We found moderate to very high orrelations between the 0 UTC temperatures of the modeland the ones of the observation.In ase that this pattern an also be found during other winters (without the programmingerror), we believe that a further development of this approah ould lead to improved results.Instead of only using the temperature deviations at 0 UTC, more or other variables ould besearhed in order to �nd an appropriate orretion for this di�erene in distribution.1f. the regular veri�ation of "aLMo" done by F. Shubiger, Intranet, MeteoSwiss



115- Loal Shading in Alpine Valleys. It is a fat, that the orography of even high-resolutionNWP-models (e.g. "aLMo") are still not able to represent a omplex topography auratelyenough to desribe small sale phenomena, found in mountainous environments. Therefore,loal harateristis as radiation balanes or the times of the loal sunrise and sunset are stillinaurately displayed by the model, whih inuene at the same time strongly the temper-atures found inside a valley. Due to this simpli�ed and too inaurate representation of thereal topography by in the model, time lags between the loal sunrise/sunset in the model'sorography and the atual experiened ones in the real topography our. To aount for thesedi�erenes, we think it would be appropriate to �nd a onnetion between the time lags in theloal sunrise and sunsets, respetively, and the temperatures. We propose a semi-statistialapproah, inluding a regression ombined with the use of a high-resolution digital elevationmodel.Even though the spatial resolution of NWP-models will beome �ner in the near future, statis-tial approahes in enhaning the quality of the model output show already today promisingresults in ase-studies, where mesosale models were operated on a very �ne spatial resolution(f. Hart et al. (2004), MM5, 4 km).E�orts in improving the ways, how the model treats radiation budgets in a omplex terrainwere made in Mueller and Sherer (2004) and Colette et al. (2003) (in Mueller and Sherer(2004)). But still, even if loal variables (e.g. radiation) are treated more detailed, meansover the full area of a grid ell (in aLMo: 49 km2) have to be built for the implementationin the model.- Vertial Gradient in Temperature: In the ourse of any omparison between modelled andobserved values, a modi�ation of one of the datasets has to be performed in order to aountfor the di�erent loation of the data in spae and/or time. The onept of this modi�ationdepends on the variable of question. In ase of the 2m-temperature, a orretion of the mod-elled data, onsidering the vertial di�erene in altitude between the model gp and the surfaestation was performed. An important aspet of this approah is to hoose a lose to real ver-tial temperature gradient. Beside the three di�erent lapse rates we onsidered in this study,(dry-, wet-adiabati, and limatologial) one an apply as well the data of a sounding (twiea day) or even alulate an appropriate lapse rate from the model data at the spei� loation.



116 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKAording to the good orrespondene between the modelled and observed temperatures(daily minimal and maximal temperatures) in ase the grid point was used with the leastdi�erene in altitude of all a station surrounding 25 gps, we believe an e�ort in determinemore aurate lapse rates would improve the results.
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Appendix A
Analysis of the CriteriaIn this appendix, the statistial measures Root Mean Square (RMS), Mean Bias (MB), and MeanAbsolute Error (MAE) of observed and modelled 2m-temperatures at the seleted stations of thedevelopment group are shown. The modelled data was orreted, using the proedures outlineson p. 70/76 (Results) and p. 32 (Methods), i.e. orretions through adding a diurnal yle and aspreading proedure.The data, onsidered for this analyses onsisted of all days of the spei� lass (lt 2, 2-6, andgt 6), i.e. only data, that was atually orreted was taken into aount to ompute the statistialmeasures, seen in the Tables A.1-A.8.The �rst olumn in these Tables spei�es the statistial quantity (RMS, MB, or MAE). In theseond olumn (grey), the results in ase of only the altitude orretion was arried out are shownwhile in the third one the data was additionally modi�ed with a typial diurnal yle of the spei�station and, where indiated with the spreading proedure.The green (red) olumns at the end indiate the improvements (worsenings) through the additionalorretions (daily yle, spreading) ompared with the only altitude orreted data. In the �rstolumn of these two the di�erene between the absolute errors are shown, the seond one refersto the relative hange between these two approahes. A negative algebrai sign indiates animprovement through the orretions, a positive one a worsening.While in the Tables A.1 and A.2 the results without the appliation of the spreading proedure atthe "rep" gp are shown, the Tables A.3 and A.4 present the results with the spreading proedureat the data soure. The Tables A.5 and A.6 present the results without the appliation of thespreading proedure at the "min dz25" gp. The Tables A.7 and A.8 on the other hand show theresults at the same data soure with the spreading proedure.
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124 APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF THE CRITERIATable A.1: Statistis at the "representative" gp at Piotta and Robbia. The individual daily-yleswere used for the orretion, without spreading.Piotta and Robbia, "rep" gp, no spreading



125Table A.2: Statistis at the "representative" gp at Ulrihen and Zermatt. The individualdaily-yles were used for the orretion, without spreading.Ulrihen and Zermatt, "rep" gp, no spreading



126 APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF THE CRITERIATable A.3: Statistis at the "representative" gp at Piotta and Robbia. The individual daily-ylesand the spreading proedure were used for the orretion.Piotta and Robbia, "rep" gp, with spreading



127Table A.4: Statistis at the "representative" gp at Ulrihen and Zermatt. The individual daily-yle and the spreading proedure were used for the orretion.Ulrihen and Zermatt, "rep" gp, with spreading



128 APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF THE CRITERIATable A.5: Statistis at the "min dz25" gp at Piotta and Robbia. The individual daily-yleswere used for the orretion, without spreading.Piotta and Robbia, "min dz25" gp, no spreading



129Table A.6: Statistis at the "min dz25" gp at Ulrihen and Zermatt. The individual daily-yleswere used for the orretion, without spreading.Ulrihen and Zermatt, "min dz25" gp, no spreading



130 APPENDIX A. ANALYSIS OF THE CRITERIATable A.7: Statistis at the "min dz25" gp Piotta and Robbia. The individual daily-yles andthe spreading proedure were used for the orretion.Piotta and Robbia, "min dz25" gp, with spreading



131Table A.8: Statistis at the "min dz25" gp Ulrihen and Zermatt. The individual daily-yles andthe spreading proedure were used for the orretion.Ulrihen and Zermatt, "min dz25" gp, with spreading



Appendix B
Analysis on an IndependentDatasetIn this appendix, the statistial measures Root Mean Square (RMS), Mean Bias (MB), and MeanAbsolute Error (MAE) of observed and modelled 2m-temperatures at the seleted stations of theontrol group are shown. The modelled 2m-temperatures were orreted, using three di�erentdiurnal yles (Mean all4, Mean PioRobZer, and Ulr). For more information about this approahwe refer to Methods, p. 33 and Results, p. 88.The data, onsidered for alulating the di�erent statistial measures, onsisted of the full-yeardataset 2002/03. Note that for this analysis not only these days were onsidered that were atuallyorreted ("lt 2"-, "2-6"-, and "gt 6"-days).Tables B.1 and B.2 present the results of this analysis at the four stations of the ontrol group(Comprovaso, Engelberg, Samedan, and Suol) at the "representative" gp.The �rst olumn spei�es the di�erent statistial quantities, i.e. RMS, MB, and MAE. The seondolumn (grey) shows the results in ase of only the altitude orretion was performed for modifyingthe model data. The next three olumns (green, yellow, and red) present the results in ase thedata was additionally modi�ed with di�erent diurnal yles and where indiated with the spreadingproedure. To visualise whih diurnal yle led to best results, the ells are marked with di�erentolours. Green indiates the most appropriate daily-yle, yellow the intermediate one and red theworst diurnal yle for a spei� statistial quantity. Note, in ase of the orretion even with themost appropriate diurnal yle also led to a worsening, we used a dark green.The Tables B.3 and B.4 show the same kind of results in ase the "min dz25" gp was used.
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133
Table B.1: The statistial results of the �nal analysis at the ontrol group. The data of the"representative" gp was used and the orretion inluded the di�erent types of diurnal yleswhile no spreading proedure was applied.Colours:grey: only altitude orretiongreen: best orretion type (dark green: best orretion, but still worse than "only alt. orretion")yellow: intermediate quality of the orretionred: worst orretion typeRepresentative, no spreading



134 APPENDIX B. ANALYSIS ON AN INDEPENDENT DATASET
Table B.2: The data of the "representative" gp was used and the orretion inluded the di�erenttypes of diurnal yles and the spreading proedure.For further remarks we refer to Table. B.1Representative, with spreading



135
Table B.3: The data of the "smallest dz all25" gp was used and the orretion inluded thedi�erent types of diurnal yles without the spreading proedure.For further remarks we refer to Table. B.1Smallest dz all25, no spreading



136 APPENDIX B. ANALYSIS ON AN INDEPENDENT DATASET
Table B.4: The data of the "smallest dz all25" gp was used and the orretion inluded thedi�erent types of diurnal yles and the spreading proedure.For further remarks we refer to Table. B.1.Smallest dz all25, with spreading



Appendix C
Programming Error in LM-Code2002/03In this hapter we desribe a programming bug in the LM soure ode (lm 2.17), that was unfor-tunately in the operational "aLMo" version between June 2002 and April 2003. In earlier versions,the alulation of the partial snow overage was not idential in the parts "soil" and "radiation"with impats on the variable t g (f. below, Formulas) and the albedo. Note that the tempera-ture t g diretly inuenes the temperature on the 2 m-level. In the ourse of this uni�ation, aprogramming bug in the subroutine tgom was implemented, that aused wrong t g (and therefore2m-temperatures).A orret version of tgom was implemented in the operational aLMo (lm 2.18) at 10th. April 2003.
FormulasThe following set of equations represents the di�erent versions that were used to alulate thetemperature t g.In eq. C.1, the wrong version, used in lm 2.17 an be seen. Note the multipliation operatorbetween the onstant fator (rhde) and the snow water ontent (w snow). Eq. C.2 shows theorreted version of eq. C.1, where the multipliation between w snow and rhde was replaed bya division. The atually implemented orret formula C.3 in tgom (lm 2.18) is a linear approxi-mation (Taylor, 1st. order) of eq. C.2 (in ase of w snow � rhde).
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138 APPENDIX C. PROGRAMMING ERROR IN LM-CODE 2002/03t g : temperature at the boundary surfae - atmospheret s : temperature at the ground surfaet snow : temperature at the snow surfae
t g = t snow + e�rhde�w snow � (t s� t snow) (C.1)t g = t snow + e�w snow=rhde � (t s� t snow) (C.2)t g = t snow + (1�min (1; w snow=rhde)) � (t s� t snow) (C.3)ConsequenesWe want to point out, that performing a multipliation of a onstant fator (i.e. rhde) by the snowwater ontent was orretly used in a former version (1998) where an exponential term e�0:2�w snowwas applied and w snow was expressed in [kg/m2℄. However, the multipliation of w snow withrhde (0.015), instead of a division, led to values of t g similar to the ones of t s in ase of morethan 15 m snow depth (i.e. w snow> 0.015). This programming bug had no inuene in ase ofw snow = 0.This was espeially problemati during time periods where the soil was overed with snow andtherefore was isolated from the atmospheri onditions above the snow layer. The onsequenes ofthis programming bug were not only too warm values of t g (insulation-e�et) but also suppresseddiurnal yles of the same variable.


